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NS C APE IS THE

inward quality of objects and events, as
they are perceived by the joined observation and introspection of a poet, who in
turn embodies them in unique poetic
forms .
-Gerard Manley Hopkins

[letter from the editor]
In 1980, Brigham Young University students were invited to
submit ideas for the new cicle of che student literary journal, which
had been known as Century 2 for five years. Beating out hundreds of
suggestions was lnscape, a word coined by Gerard Manley Hopkins
in 1868. During che last nineteen years, the obscure cicle has probably
done more to confuse our readers than enlighten chem. Having
spent the last two years as a member of the Inscape staff, and as the
outgoing editor of the journal, I offer a brief commentary regarding
what Hopkins meant by inscape and why it applies to a journal of
student writing here at BYU.
Countless critics have attempted to define the word inscape, some
succeeding more than others. In his biography of Hopkins, W.A.M .
Peters muddies the waters considerably by penning:
Inscape is the unified complex of those sensible qualities
of the object of perception that strikes us as inseparably
belonging to and most typical of it, so that through the
knowledge of this unified complex of sense-data we may
gain insight into the individual essence of an object.
Pardon me? What Peters fails to realize is chat although Hopkins
loved experimenting with language, it is doubtful that his goals as a
writer included confusing his readers. The Oxford English Dictionary
attempts to clarify such confusing definitions by defining inscape
as "Hopkins's word for the individual or essential quality of a
thing; the uniqueness of an observed object, scene, event, etc. "
Another biographer, Paddy Kitchen, notes:
By inscape he meant the inherent and distinctive design of
an object ... which gives it its "oneness" and which has co
be discovered through concentrated observation . It is not
found entirely by analysis, but by a counterpoise between
attention and reception, and all the senses may be employed
in its perception.

Hopkins himself offers several definitions of inscape in various
letters and essays. Past editors of this journal have included the
clearest definition a reminder to our readers that the name does
indeed have a factual basis. Hopkins defines his coinage as "the
inward quality of objects and events, as they are perceived by the
joined observation and introspection of a poet, who in tum
embodies them in unique poetic forms," bur even Hopkins's own
attempt at clarification seems quite confusing.
Perhaps dismantling the poet's definition will prove useful. If
we begin with the premise that every object or event-indeed,
everything in existence-has certain qualities that are uniquely its
own, then we have discovered what Kitchen labels "oneness."
Although an object's oneness or essence is close to what Hopkins
meant by inscape, the second half of his statement must be taken
into consideration. Critic Austin Warren explains that "an 'inscape'
is not mechanically or inertly present, but requires personal action,
attention, a seeing and seeing into." Hence, an object's inscape is
not truly discovered until a poet combines observation with selfexamination. The final step of the process is achieved by taking what
has been discovered and subsequently studied, and ultimately using
innovative techniques to capture the object's essence on paper.
To the casual reader or writer, this process of discovery may
seem laborious at best. One of Hopkins's journal entries, however,
holds a clue about his underlying motivation. In May of 1870, at
the age of twenty-six, the poet recorded observing a simple flower
as follows: "I do not think I have ever seen anything more beautiful
than the bluebell I have been looking at. I know the beauty of our
Lord by it. " This experience, though seemingly basic, holds the key
to what inscape is and why it is important to us as a journal affiliated
with a Christian university. The Norton Anthology ofEnglish
Literature states that according to Hopkins, the "individual identity
of any object is the stamp of divine creation on it. " The logical outgrowth of such a premise is that by observing objects and events
and then examining ourselves for a sincere reaction, we can ultimately
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come closer to God. For readers and writers with foundations of
faith, few promises could be more inspiring.
So how do we apply the advice of a poet who died over one
hundred years ago? Perhaps first, we must remember chat we are
surrounded by inscapes; they permeate everything we see and do.
Recognizing chem, however, is another matter entirely. There will
always be new things to be seen, but only for people who continually
discover and create new ways to look. It takes effort-like Robert
Frost's Scar, the process "asks a little of us here." And it cannot be
merely a seasonal journey. Hopkins reminds us that "unless you
refresh the mind from time to time you cannot always remember
or believe how deep the inscape in things is." As we revisit familiar
literature and familiar scenes with new eyes, we will be reminded of
the depth inherent in the world-depth just waiting be discovered.
The authors we have selected for publication in chis issue of
Inscape come from varied backgrounds and represent diverse viewpoints. But all of them have one thing in common: they have seen
common things in new ways and have taken the time and effort to
write about chem in a manner chat captivates us. And why are we
captivated? Because we, too, know what it is like to see something
for the hundredth time, and yet to truly see it for the first. As you
join our authors in discovering the inscapes they have recorded, we
hope you will see things you haven't seen before-that you will not
simply read, but experience the pieces we have selected. The inscapes
in this issue of lnscape are buried deep, waiting to be unearthed.
Enjoy the dig.
-

Quinn Warnick
April 1999

My Life as a Salmon
•••
♦

Tom Johnson

Y FATHER HAS

chis funny idea about names. He wants
me to call him a new name each time I
write him and often signs his letters
"Padre Viejo," "The Ancient Mailer,"
"Honored Sire," "The Absentee," "The
Pink Energizer Bunny," and so on. He
began the name-changing idea one day
while reading a book on relationships and
idenciry chat caused him to consider his
own paternal relationship. He could never
call his father anything but "Daddy,"
and this really bothered him later in life

[Tom Johnson
because he felt very childish calling his father Daddy when both
had gray hair and backaches. His father was buried before my
daddy could do anything about it, so here is the story of our protean
nomenclature.
I was looking down into the Skagit River to see the upstreamswimming salmon, the Chinooks and Humpbacks-they were
down there somewhere. "All salmon feel the urge to return to the
exact place they were born before they die," my Instructor explained.
I kept looking but didn't see any salmon pass, only temporary
shadows of logs that appeared to be fish.
At nights after Mom was asleep, the Lone Ranger would read
me Poe's ''Annabel Lee" and play his voice on a yo-yo string-fast
then slow, rhythmic and free. It made me shiver and giggle. I had
no idea Annabel Lee was Poe's thirteen-year-old wife-cousin who
died of TB. Judas often waxed poetic about his years in academia: "I
used to refute Thomas Aquinas's five proofs for God. My friends
thought I was a real prude because I was above doing anything
other than studying romantic poetry." He buried his atheism the
same year his mother kicked the bucket. One day he brought in a
piece of birch and whittled out a cross the length of my forearm.
Then he painted it white and hung it on the wall beside a small
picture of Milly, his mother, who wore gold-rimmed glasses and
had orange hair. I always thought the gold-orange-white combination made for a nice wall piece. Of course we (Sis and I) never
mentioned or referred to the cross, mostly because we knew nothing
about crucifixes. And we knew nothing about Jesus either because
Pa was a bartender not a reverend. He ran the show down at a tavern
located in the grimy Mexican part of town and when you drove by
you always saw low-riders with dangling car dice and heard accordion
music with Mexican lyrics. Hemingway called the barn-shaped
building the "Pastime Tavern," not because you just passed time
there but because it was a place past time, where you could go and
forget things, I suppose.
The truth is I've seen the inside only once. There was a long
row of barstools, a rack of bottles behind the counter, a couple of
pool tables, and extremely dim lights. Dim lights are necessary so
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that you can't see the time that passes. When the Mexicans came
in to drink they shot the bull with Jack Daniels, who came forth in
their midst to be their poet, just like Wale Whitman. To passersby
they probably seemed immobile and worthless and dumb. But to
Walt they were fiery philosophers sipping fiery brew. He converted
them just like he converted that shapeless piece of birch into a
beautiful crucifix. Everyone knew my father because he attended
big barbecue parties with prominent Mexicans like Ray Candia,
who laughed deeply and wore a brawny mustache that twirled up
at the ends.
In 1982 the Pastime Tavern went bankrupt and the usurers
forced Andrew Jackson to return the property. Several years later
the repossessed property burned to the ground, and I'm not calling
Mr. O 'Leary an arsonist bur if someone had a motive it was him.
When we drove past the scorches on Fairhaven Avenue he never
looked and never said anything. In the tavern's absence you could
see the Mexican shacks that had stood behind it-the Mexicans
drinking and pushing each other around, looking under the hoods
of 1978 Oldsmobiles, teenagers on low-rider bikes, junk everywhere, hubcaps, transmissions, chickens, composts. Naked kids
playing, some crying. It pained him to look. Bur part of Mack
Hoss's bitterness toward the tavern was incited by the zealots down
at M who taught him to recite "Hello-my-name-is-Bill W.-andI'm-an-alcoholic." They say it every time, once a week, so that you
never forget. You never forget that you're an alcoholic. There is no
past tense and no past time-I am, I am, I am and forever will be.
Mom says I have the genes for drinking, so I steer clear of the bottle.
Bur I didn't refuse a little anesthesia when we were roughing it
on top of the marble-less Marble Mountain and Rambo sent me to
gather and chop wood. I hauled back waterlogged branches and
placed them between two boulders. Once, twice, slice! My shoe
was teeming with warm blood. The axe severed the nerves between
my fat toe and its neighbor. "Look," I pointed. Crusoe jumped and
scurried over to examine. "Lie down ," he said. "Elevate your foot."
I lay like a quiet lamb watching Hurricane Dave frantically tear
down tent and tackle, throw food and stoves and sleeping bags and

r--,
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[Tom Johnson
lamps, knives, jackets, books, baskets into our old pickup. The
clothesline stayed. I thought about baseball and felt relieved that I
didn't have to pack up all the camping gear. After my stitches Paw
revealed he had a duplicate scar in the exact same place from splitting timber when he was a boy. He pulled back the sock covering
his size thirteen foot-ugly, callused, yellow, cracked. "Too coincidental," I said. As I scared at my scar on his foot, I could feel my
Chinook tail fin forming.
A lot of people warned us about the scars their friends had
from motorcycle accidents, but chat didn't stop Harley and me from
long weekend rides. Our best trip was an early spring ride following the serpentine Columbia river from Portland to Pendleton
and then down to eastern Oregon's Antelope. I liked it when he
rode ahead because then I could see his motorcycle rise and lower
with the contours of the road, with Fat Boy sometimes pointing,
sometimes stopping. He wore an old, green army poncho that
flapped wildly in the wind. For hours we rode quietly onward until
the cold numbed our hands through, and when we finally
stopped and dismounted, we walked stiff-legged and disjointedly,
helmets in hand, into Joe's One-Stop Hamburger Diner. Inside, the
heat made my hands tingle and tambour, and I laughed with
unstoppable, senseless laughter. People stared. When the waitress
delivered our food she could hardly set the hamburgers down
because of all the helmets and gloves and maps on our cable.
"How far is Antelope from here?" we asked. "Three hours," she
said. Our wrinkled map showed a two-lane highway winding all
over the place. We looked up with grease-filled grins. "Time co
go," we said. Time co go back co the long and windy road chat
extended endlessly into strange land. Ac dusk we pulled off into a
lush green valley and camped beside a creek chat gurgled-a prime
setting for Wordsworth co compose. After setting up camp we
both sac at the picnic cable co read our books. Mine, All the Pretty
Horses, his, The History ofthe Chippewa Indians. We said nothing.
Only the creek's deep gurgling. Gurgle, garble, gurble, hushhh. We
read in the water's rhythm, and I could feel che scales caking over
my skin.
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"Scales" is not exactly the word I would use to describe the
blisters on my skin I got while proselyting under the Maracaibo
sun trying to be a fisher of men. One day after the sun had set I
decided to pen the Trickster an eight-page letter exposing the fallacies
of the Catholic faith. At the time, Mother Teresa's brother attended
a Russian Orthodox Church and didn't speak a wink of Russian.
He dropped tears in long Latin processions while men in black
robes bore candles and crucifixes and held gold-leafed Bibles high
above their heads, marching past endless statues of saints and marryrs and chanting Gregorian verse. "You can't base your religion on
aesthetics," I told him. "You can't join a church just because the
windows are pretry."
Keats's incensed reply arrived months later: "I thought I told
you the answer to this. Beaury is not to be apologized for. It's the
nicest thing we have in the world, God's greatest gift (see 'The
Leaden Echo and the Golden Echo,' by Gerard Manley Hopkins,
which I've read to you since you were a baby)."
"God's greatest gift?"
"Everything else you can explain, but not beaury, and that's
only a little bit a matter of opinion. It is a gift, it is recognizable, it
is divine, and it will lead the pagan to God. African art sells in
Oregon. Swinomish art appeals to Madagascarians. Line up all the
women in the world, have all the men choose the most beautiful
one, and you'll end up with not more than a dozen women chosen
as most beautiful, and that's about as close to perfection as you can
get. Choosing hundreds instead of a dozen argues for randomness,
chaos, and meaninglessness only to the pigheaded."
"You mean the 'beaury is truth, truth beaury' nonsense."
"Try as they might, the most learned psychologist, the sharpest
logician, the most knowledgeable aesthetician cannot explain the
attraction; there is no logical explanation for beaury. Beaury is
above reason, and at this point in the argument, only probably
divine. (But to one alcoholic, enough to lead him back to God.)"
I couldn't say anything. I was choking on his incense. But I
also thought he wrote beautiful prose, which counted for something. As I wrote back, I could feel my gills breathing.

[Tom Johnson
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After my ecclesiastical sojourn I visited the secluded Salinger in
his little shack by the river. Orange-haired Milly and her white
cross hung serenely on the wall, and I could see chat she had made
friends with King David, the Penitent's patron saint. He wanted St.
Francis, bur his priest chose David. St. Francis wore a plain brown
robe and could talk to birds. He found beauty in the simple, so the
story goes. But no birds came to II Penseroso's window. He lived
alone-no cats (though he did want a Siamese and a standard-sized
poodle when he retired).
I found Don Juan hooked up to the Internet sending e-mails
to South American women and still wallowing in Romanticism.
"Even the poorest Latinos sing and dance happily in the streets,"
he said. "We can learn a lot from our South American cousins." He
showed me mathematical sketches of a ten-thousand-dollar
retirement pool he was going to construct in Alabama after he bids
farewell to his employers, and he asked me to use my calculus to
approximate how much cement he would need to fill a rounded
bottom. I stayed at his home a couple of days, but there wasn't any
room for me to sleep-no beds, and no room on the floor. His
house was barely bigger than my dorm room at college, except
chat he had three times as much stuff-junk stuff, dumb stuff,
garage-sale-trash stuff: a blow gun in the corner, ammunition
recasing machines on the table, economy magazines on the desk,
African statues, yellow-paged paperbacks stacked under the bed, a
loaded pistol sitting on the television, another hanging from a holster
wrapped around a lamp, broken thermometers, an old recorder,
newspapers. Once he lost his pistol and couldn't find it for days.
While I was examining the various knick-knack mounds , I found a
postcard of a naked woman in psychedelia. She had love handles
and sinuous snake tattoos. Seeing me examine her, Larry Flint said
from the far end of the room, "She appears on nation al public
television once a week, dons her best birthday suit, and does a slow
motion dance for a good half-hour. I wrote her once for fun and
she put me on her mailing list. " I stared hard at the postcard. What
was he thinking? She was intriguing, though, with the psychedelic
or "rainbow" spectrum dancing on her body.
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At night I slept on a small armchair that I managed to curl up in
only by kinking my neck hard to the right. My eyes opened at 5:00
A.M., and in the cold and dark I could see him-a large lump under
a blanket chat rose and fell with sounds of a stentorian snore. Hours
passed. I stared at the walls in silence, waiting. Wake up will you!
His Byzantine picture of King David glared down at me, punishing
me. When Rip Van Winkle finally awoke, his cheeks were shriveled
and pruned because he didn't have his dentures in, and he paraded
from bed to bathroom in cighry-whicies. I didn't laugh because I
didn't have the energy to laugh. I had the energy to leave, to hide
his dentures and ride away on the Suzuki 1000 parked in front.
King Shayrar was living alone because his third wife, Rita
Arana from Trujillo, Peru, had recently left him. Rita had been
hanging out in Florida on a temporary visa chat was going co fo ld
in two weeks when the king shipped her out to Seattle on a 727
because it was obvious in their letters they loved (needed) each
ocher. Rica had curly hair, olive skin, and a small black mole on her
right cheek. Her tight jeans didn't complement her abundant
curves, and her English was broken and bare. However, what she
could say very well was "Wahr? Repeet pleees, waht?" I knew
Spanish but held my tongue because I was a jealous Hamlet and I
never got an invitation and never went to the wedding because it
consisted of nothing more than a crowded trailer ceremony with
two witnesses and a Roman Catholic priest, to whom I know
Brother Pablo paid a hefty sum for annulling his previous marriage.
Surprisingly, the two witnesses were Rica's parents up from Trujillo
to sell silver and llama rugs.
Abishag brought two new children into King David's life:
fourteen-year-old Arturo who was "slow and horky at soccer," as
Pele described him; and seventeen-year-old Cecil ia, who shook her
bottom in a mildly attractive manner while she vacuumed and listened to Peruvian rap. Cecilia was later knocked up by a Mexican boy
who married her the next summer. Confucius always cold me: "I may
not be an expert at living with women, but I recognize the need."
T hree years later, after Rita got her permanent visa, she also got a
divorce. Now she lives in the trailer and Job lives two hours south.

[Tom Johnson
With Rica gone, Sis and I had him back to ourselves the next
Christmas. He was sixty-two then , and we all went over to my sister's wood-floored house to eat Christmas dinner. After the food
was gone we talked for hours. My sister had a large bong resting in
the corner of the living room (which she got, naturally, at a garage
sale) and I asked her exactly what it was. Woodstock knew what it
was, but he kept quiet. Liz then offered Sober a beer, even though
for the past seventeen years he had been bragging about how he
hadn't "couched a drop since '81." Liz's offer provoked him into a
dissertation on alcohol's horrible monster, but after dinner we were
able to divert him by picking over the books in my sister's book-

shelf-The Scientific Search for the Soul The Mind ofa Mnemonist,
The Man Who Mistook His Wife for a Hat-all books from the

co

semester Liz was a neuroscience major.
Between the rows of neuroscience books, he pulled out
Paradise Lost. He flipped through, searching for a passage somewhere in the middle, something about the fall of Adam and Eve,
and read it aloud to us. His eyes glossed over and changed red and
teardrops drove down his cheeks. It happened so quickly we didn't
have time to react, so we just stared. His voice caressed some lines
and proclaimed others. When he finished we were still staring at
him, like nursery children. The passage dealt with Adam's fall from
bliss, and chat was why my father was crying, or he was crying
about something Milton had said of Eve, or of Adam. I don't know.
I couldn't understand and I really wasn't listening anyway-I was
staring at his eyes. Why was he crying? There was nothing there to
cry about. Nothing but a bunch of stuffy English pretension. In
the Critic's eyes I saw a stranger. His eyes pure blue, mine pure green.
Actually I knew exactly what he was talking about and what
was going on inside his head. But at the time I was ferociously pursuing the sciences, studying calculus six hours a day and reading
books like Conversations with Scientific Geniuses and Exploding Suns
because I was going to figure out things like warp speed and energy
transformation. I constantly led our discussions to fractals and
chaos theory and felt smug explaining to Little Bo Peep the difference between Einstein's General and Special Theories of Relativity as
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well as drawing space-time diagrams to facilitate his comprehension.
In the back of my mind I knew precisely why his tears had fallen,
but I pretended ignorance. Even so I could sense my fish eyes rounding, moving out towards the sides of my head.
When I decided I did want to understand I bought a one-way
Greyhound ticket to Burlington, Washington. Burlington is the
place I grew up, and I walked around our old trailer, sauntered across
the dirt fields that were on the far side of the property and looked
at them sadly. They were barren now, the farmers bankrupt. Beside
the dirt fields ran a long gray road, a levee road, which I walked
down. The road projected narrowly into the distance. I strolled
slowly and hoped it would take me somewhere. Hours and hours I
stepped, all day. Gravel scrunched under my shoes but was muted
by the rush of the Skagit River, only a little way off. I saw a trail
branching off to the side, and I took it. The dirt path dropped fast.
I tried climbing down but the ground was wet and I slipped.
Stumbling I rolled down onto the riverbank and when I got up I
was standing in the exact place I had stood with my father when I was
ten looking to see the salmon run. I moved to the river's edge to
look for salmon, and I saw thousands, snapping their tails back and
forth, thrusting upstream, abundantly alive, filled with tremendous
energy, beautiful, holy. I knelt down and kissed the water. The
water was moving fast and deep. I stuck my hand out into the
strong current; it pushed back. The river extended forward forever.
It would take me, one-way. "Jump in! " it said. A gurgling in my
blood pressed up, and I dove in head first into the cold, stinging,
natural water. I fought the current hard, swimming arduously past
fishing lures and floating logs and small boats with outboard
motors, past large rocks, cascade drops, drifting trash. I swam
upstream for hours. Then days, months. I could think of nothing
but finding my point of origin. My spine whipped back and forth,
flipping my tail side to side and thrusting forward. The current
pushed back, but I drove ahead.
I dreamed of the day I would arrive, with tired fins and sore
gills, to the spot from which I came into the world. I would glide
around the large rock atop which my mother spawned, and the
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[Tom Johnson
empty space would reverberate inside of me, move the marrow of
my bones. My heart would beat fast and my blood pump hot.
There would be a rock, a place all my own. Perhaps the surface
would be porous and brittle, the corners cragged or round. But
there was never any such place. Nothing, ever. I drifted downstream, alone, exhausted. My salmon body swirled in the eddies
and bobbed up and down in the current. River logs ripped apart
my scaly skin as I drifted farther and farther toward a sunset horizon until finally, in the darkening distance, my shrinking body
disappeared.
This semester I'm registered for a class on Edgar Allen Poe.
We'll probably study "Annabel Lee," and I'll probably give a presentation on it in class. My father e-mailed me the other day about
a lady from Pakistan:

.----,
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Since April of this year I have been corresponding with
Ms. Ambreen Sadullah of Karachi, Pakistan, consequent
upon our meeting electronically through the personal ads,
and, as you might imagine, this correspondence has provided hours of enjoyable fantasizing .... She was considering emigrating to Canada, for the express purpose of being
closer to me so we could meet and see if we were as compatible in person as we are on the e-mail. She reckons she
can get the necessary visa by the end of January. To fish or
cut bait, the time grows near to decide which to do. I
would be interested in your input.
To fish or cut bait. That's perfect, old man. You already caught
me long ago, in your "kingdom by the sea."

Orchard
•••
•
Sarah J. Carter
I open the oven and step back,
breaching a day of orchard windfalls.
My middle-aged legs are nine again
and barefoot, hiding
in the call grass between
columns of apple trees,
then chased, crushing fruit
splattered and warm.
We never ace chose fruit.
They all fermented, and the rolls
are warm and swollen,
waiting for the oven.

N
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Happiness
•••
♦

James Richards
Frogs on fire. Dried and pinned
to newsprint. Legs stretched straight. Eyes
open, blind. That was the fun we had
in the June-marsh outside the fence
of Farmington's amusement park.
Fists full of frogs , cream bellies bulgingtheirs and ours. Me, Buddy, and Clara
flinging them, watching them fall, accompanied
by the roller-coaster's roar, and the scream
of spirits. We all fell that summer.
Was it the kiss inside the skeleton of a car
hidden in tall grass, the cigarette butts we sucked?
I ran through the fields seeing only green,
tasting smoke-stain and Clara's spit-real
laughter catching up with me. Falling
never crossed my mind; bones and blood
were evidence, not fears. Grass stains, scabsproof that happiness is coming down.

Miracles
••••
Lisa A. Nielsen
Lazarus did not have a wife,
but he came back. Ten days
you've been gone
and the kitchen is still the same.
Your butter kn ife crusted
with toast crumbs. Your cereal bowl
on the counter. I am afraid
to throw you away,
put the bowl in the cupboard,
pour yo ur last carton of milk
down the sink.
Husband, I have finished the wash.
Only one pair of pants from you.
The blue ones you wore
two days before this started.
I picked through your pockets
looking for some change
to spell your rerurnthere was only one receipt:
your last lunch fro m Thomas's.
March 12. 12:06. The chicken
sandwich. I washed you away.
The pants are folded
in your second dresser drawer.
The rest of the laundry came up lintless.
Inside the house-quiet,
the books all read. Outside,
the sky swollen so tight
the moon cannot move.

The stars, one solid flash.
There is nowhere to gothe heavens are closed.
We spoke once of miracles.
Remember them. Think of Lazarus:
moving his fingers, his toes,
his chest heaving upwards.
If you will your body back
I can do the rest. Your shirts
are already ironed. The sleeves
starched strong as wings.
They could Ay from your closet.
Before bed, I brush my teeth
with your toothbrush
and find one red strand of your hair
by the sink. It is a signthis too shall pass. I curl myself
in your pajamas, and breathe
you in. I will pray you back.
Eyes. Wrist. Shoulder.
It is possible you have come
as something else. The goldfish
has been swimming your name
for days. Some things
are missing. The cap from the toothpaste.
Your favorite shoes. If you
are hiding, do not be afraid.
Remember, miracles.
They are warmer than they appear.

President James
Rethinks Ordelia
••••
Mark Foster
These Sundays when Ordelia comes
to church, we wince. Anemic
milky blotches spot her chocolate
skin, like someone shook over
her a half-cup of bleach. She must
have been years without a bathunless you count her baptism
eight months ago. I remember when
the plug was pulled that daythe font drained slick as sin,
left her as residue.
Now she sways out of rhythm
in the back rows, where she hisses
and spits during prayers. Bird-like,
she scavenges the sacrament first,
then the fast offerings. She laughs
hysterically at odd times and perpetually
praises Jesus. Sweat congeals in the
worn rivulets of her evangelical dress.
She can hold no calling.
In public, she screeches and scolds
the missionaries,
then scares their investigators away
when they walk for the first time

on a sacred Sunday morning into
the true and living welfare system,
where her pew reeks like a sump;
her rags and stench, squeaks and snorts,
broods of dusty children squealing
like mice in the aisles.
Mildew seeps from the ceiling.
Every solid man sits with me
behind the pulpit.
These Sundays when Ordelia worships,
we remember that each baptism is a child
who outlasts a hundred transfers.
But what true church is this?
This pure religion that fills its pews
with the helpless,
with the widows and the fatherless.
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The Mood
This Afternoon
•••
♦

Krista Halverson
At the door is an oven mitt
attached to a Sister whose face is red
in the steam of soup.
Perfumes slosh in the boccies she dusts
around. She's very good
at cleaning me up and the traces of me.
I would like to go out
with a squirt on each wrist, my best
cloches heavy and wee with scene.
Unti l I can't smell anything but me.
I should have a dozen more pictures
of myself, in frames. There are babies floating
on all the walls of this house.
Here is what else I want, in writing, so you can't
forget: my daughters to sit in piles
of my cloches. My sons to stumble
on my pearls, clicking
on the bottom of the drawer. Someone
who looks like me
to bring the youngest home from school.
And one more thing,
I look like a witch, and someone
ought to tell me.

,----,
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Pah Tempe
(Paiute for "water from the rock")

•••
•
Sally Stratford
After another day hiking the desert,
I lock the door of my car
and turn towards the hot springs
in the cool night .
. On the gravel trail
I'm wrapped by stars,
rehearsing the legend of
the woman kept from cancer
by the water.
Hard to believe
chat the Virgin River
shaped chis jagged canyon.
Terraced pools seep down
co the river, I slide in
and the sulfur water
holds my body, hot, sandy.
I see Pete, the naked regular
through the rising steam.
My first time
he asked, "Why are you here?"
He comes after a day of drinking
then returns to his flickering trailer
healed.

I want to soak naked
the whole time too,
not just alone in the cold river,
to wash sand out of my bathing suit,
but I'm not a regular yet.
Under the waterfall
I rinse caked mud from my hair
and off my white arms.
I return to the pool and find Pete
leaning against the rock, asleep
like a little boy exhausted
from crying in the dark.
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Principles of Tree
House Construction
•••
♦

Laura Owen

OB

AND JANE

were building a tree house. Jane thought
the tree house ought to have more rooms,
for her cocktail parties and reading-club
meetings. Bob disagreed because he had
been reading Thoreau and felt that two
people who wanted to live in a tree should
be satisfied with two rooms. The tree house
said chat two rooms were not enough and
began to expand across the branches,
crushing the tree's leaves and buds. Jane
rushed to stop it, explain ing there were
less violent ways to solve a disagreement,

[Laura Owen
although current trends in composition allowed for absurdity on
the part of a tree house in short works of fiction. The writer, who
had always wished she could afford a vanity, gave Jane one more
room for a boudoir.
The writer then began to decorate the front room. She added a
crystal chandelier but decided it was preferential to privileged persons.
Instead she tried writing a mop and bucket in the corner next to an
ironing board but felt that this affirmed traditional symbols of
female subjection. She deleted both the chandelier and the bucket
and replaced them with a bust of Augustine. Bob felt that this was
a bit high-handed. The writer penciled in a totem pole and a plate
of Jell-0 next to the bust.
Suddenly the tree house became a teahouse. The writer had
made a spelling mistake. The tree house did not want teacups and
sugar cubes.
"I have been improperly defined," it complained. "I demand a
. "
reconstrucuon.
"Damn," said Bob. He didn't know why.
The writer was experimenting with offensive material. She
wanted to remain religious, but not naively religious. Mild cussing
on Bob's part was sufficient. Bob began to bury his children under
the tree without telling Jane. This upset the tree, who disliked
Bob's corruption of its roots, and the plant threatened to topple
and leave its inhabitants in a pulpy pile underneath the trunk. Jane
considered involving herself in a fiery love affair with a writer in
order to legitimately escape Bob's neurotic behavior. The writer
began to consider alternate means of attracting readers.
She asked Bob and Jane to take a look at the draft and propose
possible changes.
"I suggest a more terse style," said Bob, who was a man of few
words and who didn't particularly care for the rococo clock in the
tree house's bedroom.

inscape]
"I think this whole tree house project is demographically
misplaced," complained Jane, "and the cumbersome diction has
made dents in the paneling."
"Are you sure about the efficiency of employing an Iowa
workshop method?" asked the tree house.
Bob and Jane noticed a hole opening up in the west corner of
the tree house.
"I am excluded," the reader suddenly chimed in. He/She had
slipped in through the hole.
"We know you are excluded," Bob and Jane and the tree house
and the writer explained, "but we are aware of your exclusion and
exist for the Other. We cannot make a whole, only holes. After all,
we are not final, only informed."
The reader grumbled. "I want to be part of this interpretive
community, too."
"Think of me as a womb," the tree house said, trying to console
him/her. Several branches reached tenderly for the reader.
"Is there a tree in this house?" Bob asked.
Jane sat down and began to read The Unauthorized Biography

ofMartha Stewart.
The writer said nothing. Another hole had opened up in the
tree house floor, and she had clumsily fallen through.
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Adam's Song
•••
♦

James Richards
Tommy was the first pet I had in Eden,
par'a•keet" seemed to fit-small parrot
with long tail, the color ofapple, new leaf
and lemon; harsh, irritating song.
I called it screaming at first but my softer side
said, "Song, Adam , song."
Eve taught me about mu'sic-a medley
ofsounds and tones, as ofthe wind.
Cain taught me that some music is hard
to hear: "Father, I have killed Abel
and buried myself where frozen stars
draw black flowers from my grave."
That was a song.
I clipped Tommy's wings that day,
with scis'sors-a cutting instrument, two pivoted blades.
I gathered the yellow, green, and dark
red shadows in the valley of my palm.
Eve sang a music I could hardly hear.
I inserted one-by-one into the warm earth of Abel's grave
the cool feath'ers-lighter than flowers, less afraid
offlying; colorfast and hardened by a harsh song.

Grandmother Naming
•••
♦

Shannon Castleton
In the passenger seat she rubs her belly
like a good idea, and reads billboards out loud.
She is looking to name the baby. Dick's Cafe.
Sc. George Inn. She chinks it's a boy
she's naming, having read the paper clip
dangling from a kite sering over her wrist: left
to right, a boy. Circling,
a girl. She pats the warm fluttering, chinks
my little man , my sweet idea.
At chis point, I am no one's idea,
though it's my mother's fingers grown smooch
in the chin sac. When she's pulled out
onto the white-sheeted bed, she will already feel
they are sad for her
girl parts, will already be full of her allotted eggs.
Inspecting her, Grandfather will call her good
and name her after himself-also
after Jerry Lee's Used Car Lot.
Lacer she will imagine me, her first brilliant
daughter. She'll close her eyes to a dream
of my face, believe I love my name
and my body. Why shouldn't she? She doesn't
know who she's dreaming. For now I am bright
arms and glimmering feet, I am little
sun-dried white dresses.

Running Circles
•••
•
N. Andrew Spackman
It's a sodden, autumn morning
and those idiot dogs
are running circles again.
They bound through the muck
on stubby legs,
down and up and down
like teeter-tottering sausages.
Their tongues flop to the rhythm,
and their panting
forms frozen puffs
that dissipate
under barren trees
and a dim, white sky.
Centuries of pedestrians
idle past my view.
They wear thick clothes
the color of dirt.
They beat a hard-packed path
with their noses
dragging on the ground.
Every morning,
I sit at the window.
I eat these porridge oats.
I watch those
idiots run circles.

A Letter to the
Person Who Wi 11 Go
through My Pockets
When I'm Dead
•••
•
Jerem Pickett
Dear Posthumous Pocket Investigator:
Please forgive me for dying
chis way-I can only guess
how it happened. Perhaps, as my
Buick settled near the eight-foot line,
pool bottom, I sat there wishing
I had worn my other brown tie;
or maybe, as I stood choking
on a Golden Delicious, I felt
the ephemeral sensation of gazing
in a darkened theatre; or, as I
slipped off an edge at Zion's,
I confused dirt and air and wondered
if I were really falling.
I have always regretted
not being able to predict things:
when a traffic signal will change,
what the weather will do,
that a person will stop hoping

or staring a certain way and leave
only a semi toothed comb, a few
navy blue pantsuits,
300-and-some-odd cotton swabs
in your closet.
No loose ends heremy sewage is paid, photo album
up to date; and if you take care
of my per octopus (he's probably
at home, wanting to be fed), I won't
prod you in Mass,
misplace your TV Guide,
or disappear down side-streets
just after the bars close.

,..........,
.,--
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Qua Tet
(Beyond the New Year)

••••
Karl Thomas Rees
Does it change, now that she is deadthe silent intrigue, the sudden shower
over the Vietnamese fish markets,
refreshing the tiled, open streets,
where once the red cannons burst
as the Dragon danced and ate the lettuce?

Burials
•••
♦

Neil Aitken
Pulling through Montana in the snow
we cling to the tail lights of the last car
blurring back into the darkness.
"Like the inside of a coffin," my father says
as if knowing the exact shade the dead see
lying stiff, frozen eyes peering up through closed lids
he shifts in his seat, watches the road disappear
thinks again of dying and the burials we've seen,
his father's simple reduction to ashes.
How small the urn, how light, for a man
that stood 6 '3 ", carried a boy on his shoulders,
lived on trains as a youth, picked apples as a man.
This past summer, watching him thin
to disappearing, blurring out lines between lives,
my father trying to return pieces, fragments, time,
the body burning, the dark smells of crematoriums,
funeral homes, and pale-faced lawyers.
Something merges, ends, and begins.
My father placing the ashes back into the air,
offerings to the skies, to the seas,
unaware of how Buddhist he is at this moment,

how the faint sound of bagpipes echoes
how the ashes fall catching light
reflecting something back into the silence,
the dark birch of the sun coming into view.
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En Route to Marquesado
•••
•

Karl Chandler

OT OUTSIDE.

Hot and dry. Elder Greenwood and I
walked along the Avenida Benevides
between Barrio los Pinos and los Alerces.
The San juaninos drive crazy along the
Benevides. We walked quickly, cursing
the sun. He was always walking as close
to

the wall as he could, sometimes even

mashing his white shirt up against the
adobe so he could use what little shade
there was. Shade wasn't that important to
me. I liked the open air, even if it meant a
burnt nose. So we walked, he on my left
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hand and hunkering into the wall-when there was one. Even so
he loomed over me, and his shadow was my shade as we picked our
way through the rocks to the bus stop. We were going to
Marquesado.
I don't remember if we had eaten yet. Perhaps not. It was hot
outside. The gnats hardly moved at chis hour, only in the shade.
That's why I walked in the sun. I hate gnats; mosquitos are
friendlier than gnats. We were early, so we must have eaten in our
apartment that day, but I can't remember. Maybe we were going to
eat in Marquesado. As we walked, we looked at his watch and
decided to teach someone before the bus came. Someone awake
who would listen.
Picking our way over the rocks and dirt, hardly looking up
because of the sun and because we didn't want to trip, we suddenly
stumbled onto a vegetable stand. This was new. No vegetable stand
was here yesterday, just rocks and dirt. But today something was
different-a stand had burst out of the ground like its wares. Inside,
watermelons and squash crouched in the shade by the tables that
guarded tomatoes and peppers and onions and eggplant under the
tarp, far away from the sun. Everything looked aged; it might have
been there for years.
A man sat by the table. A woman-maybe his sister-stood
behind him. They were drinking mate. I never could understand
why they drank a hot drink with the sun scalding like it did in San
Juan. Drinking mate and waiting for customers. Or perhaps hoping
there wouldn't be customers so that they could drink their mate.
Or not caring. He looked like a man who did not care. His sister
cared especially when she saw our suits and nametags. I think that's
why he agreed to listen to us: because his sister didn't want to and
he didn't care. He cared only eno ugh to make her angry. It was hot
under the tarp, even hotter than in the sun . And it smelled like
vegetables that had been there for years.
Elder Greenwood began the discussion, and I, bothered by the
gnats in the shade, tried to concentrate on the words and the message. I drifted from the words to the watermelon to the tomatoes,
and then settled on the Benevides. Not far from us the cars passed,
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less than ten feet from where we sat. They passed quickly, rending
air already bent by hear. It was hard to tell where the road ended
and the heat began. They mixed in little twirls that blended into
one another, especially ifI looked far away. I read once that's how
a mirage works. Looking far down the road, I thought I saw a
puddle. A mirage. There were no puddles today.
Wandering back from the Benevides, I again saw the man and
his sister. I heard Elder Greenwood winding down. It was my turn.
I began to talk, telling the man of the mission of Christ while the
dust and the gnats ground in my throat and between my teeth. The
man was enjoying himself-perhaps because his sister was not. He
answered my questions over the passing cars. The Benevides was a
busy road. As I talked and listened, I thought it stupid of us to cry
to teach someone here, especially someone who listened to irritate
his sister. Still I concentrated my efforts, hoping my feelings would
burn into his heart. Elder Greenwood wasn't paying attention. He
was looking at the Benevides.
A new sound wormed its way through the hear. I talked and
listened and identified the sound. It was a moto--a little motorbike
that could hardly carry one person. Sometimes the San Juaninos
rode by twos on them, and the driver would have to push with his
legs for the first twenty-five feet to make it go. I talked. Elder
Greenwood looked at the Benevides. The man's sister looked at the
Benevides. The man looked at me and at the Benevides. They all
moved, looking closer at the Benevides. Then I looked. It was a
bigger moto than I thought, light blue with a black seat and silver
handlebars. It was going very fast for a moto. My grandpa has a red
one and an orange one like it. A man was riding it-a young man.
He was making a left turn by the grocery store on the other side of
the road. He made a glorious turn, leaning so he didn't have to
break his speed. He was looking at the grocery store on the other
side of the road.
Perhaps it was the heat. Perhaps it was the heat or the gnats, or
maybe he was bored and was thinking about mate. Or maybe he
just forgot that the Benevides was a busy road traveled by many
buses and remises and taxis and motos. Maybe the man just forgot
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that the Benevides was a two-way road. I don't know. He was dead
before I could ask him.
Through the heat and the gnats on the other side of the
Benevides ripped a remis, a little car with a big antenna. It was
quieter that the moto. Perhaps the man did not hear it. The heat
carried the crunch to us. We could almost hear the bones mesh
with bumper and bike and gnats when the car hit the moto. It was
a nice car, remises usually are. The man made no sound. He flew up
and backwards, his eyes looking down and his feet rising. The car
pushed the moto slowly though the gap between the man and the
Benevides. He was very high when his feet came level with his
head. The head plunged, face toward the grocery store, and the feet
came over. He was too high above for me to see if his leg was
mangled. Then the man looked skyward again, perhaps still alive. I
don't know. He was dead before I could ask him. His feet pointed
skyward too, like a man looks in a coffin. Then he hit, his head at
the door of the grocery store on the other side of the road. He was
looking up, looking up at heaven. We couldn't hear him hit
because the moto was screeching along the Benevides.
Suddenly I was at his side-no, at his feet. I was at his feet
looking at his face; I and his face and his feet looking up to heaven.
Cars were honking. Elder Greenwood was yelling. The moto's
engine was still popping. But everything was silent, too. The man
was dead. The cement was cracked under his head and there was
blood leaking at the base of his skull. Blood leaking over the new
cracks. There was blood at the right side of his mouth, leaking at
the very edge of his lips over his cheek and down around his neck.
His body looked whole. I moved to the side and noticed that he had
blood at his feet. It was leaking out of his pants. I wondered if his
ankles were broken. Sometimes I still wonder. He was dead before
I could ask him. I went back to his feet and looked at him. There
was nothing I could do. I wondered if he had children. Perhaps it
was the heat and the gnats, but he looked like a daddy.
Then it got loud again. The man from the vegetable stand was
there. Elder Greenwood was there. The man driving the car was there,
and then he left again in his car. He was escaping. The moto was
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there on the side of the grocery score, its motor still popping. I
wondered what gear it was in. Everyone was there. Peop le from the
grocery store were there. Elder Greenwood was still there. He was
scared.
"Come on," he said, "come on! We're gringos. We're Mormones.
They hate us here. They're going to chink it's our fault. They chink
we did it. Come on! Lee's go!"
So we left. We walked to where the dire becomes asphalt on
the ocher side of the Benevides. We returned to the vegetable stand
and picked up our books. Looking up, we saw the bus. Number
seven came toward us on our side. We ran and called it, and it took
us breaching to Marquesado. I forgot whether we had eaten yet or
not. Maybe we were going to eat in Marquesado. Instead, we just
sat in a park and listened to each ocher breathe. le wasn't hoc anymore, and I don't remember any gnats. And so we feasted on our
own breach.
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Dream of the
Anxiety Clinic
•••
•
Shannon Castleton
I float through leaves to a sign,
"Anxiety Clinic"-the building glass-fronted
and next to Ultimate Bodies
where men and women twirl in their bright skins
like fish. A woman asks can you say circadian rhythm,

explain how we see dreams with closed eyes?
Wrapped in gauze, a man slouches
next to me. I unwind him-so much wrap
my arms are knotted in it. The woman says
meet your grandfather, found crushed
and drunk at thirty-six beneath his horse trailer.
He calls my name with music like tears.
I think where is my father who dreams you back?
And my father comes, presses his face
against a window. Even in my dream
he is tired of dreaming. He is peering
through the glass for bodies he can't see.
The woman chants who will hold him?
She deals numbers and orders us in line, me in front,
my grandfather plaid-shirted at the end,
my father alone, his fingers tracing veins
on his wrist. I smooth his hair with my palm.
I love him with short words I don't understand.
When a voice calls time, I have already left him.
I am a sheer body unfolding in light. I lift
my arms and blur past the window.

Application
••••
Jam es Richards
We want your name.
Yes, we must have chat.
No name? Paste the stamps
from your forehead onto the page.
We take what we can.
Numbers, we want chem all.
This might hurt a bit.
When the tears come,
seal chem in the tiny envelopes provided.
We will accept cotton pockets
in place of envelopes.
Your hands must be in them.
We take what we can.
Stare at the third page till you see
yourself. Tear out your eyes
along the perforation.
Keep them for your records.
The buzzing you hear is normal.
The bells are not. Let the doctor push
his ring-finger between your ribs
to stop the swinging. Move carefully

for four months. Swallow
no ice. If you need to cough,
use sign language. Unless
you have sent us your hands.
In that case, we cannot help you.
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Riding the Bus
•••
•
Davey Erekson

The bus was silent. I leaned back in the
uncomfortably small seats and breathed
deeply. Long day. The hour commute from
school to home seemed painfully long as
the bus stopped and flipped its doors
open every two minutes. I thought of all
the homework that needed to be done and
let my backpack sit on the floor to the left
of me. My thoughts wandered through the
events of the day, moved to my dreams of
becoming an influential thinker of the
future , fell back to a good-looking girl I
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had seen at work that day, remembered the discomfort the seats
caused. I saw a man walk onto the bus and sit down in a seat near
the front, his hat resting on top of his head like an alert cat. He fascinated me.
So I found a pastime: people watching.

DAY2
Everyone was silent again, the bumps on the road clunking
under the tires and the screaming of the air conditioner creating all
the noise in the vehicle.
There were three others there. The first was a large man in
dark slacks. His patterned socks clashed with his brown shoes-a
man who thought he dressed nicely. He wore a golf shirt with "Toys
5I Us" printed across the left pocket. His head looked awkward, a
large melon on a stick, and his hands were too big for his arms. His
breath came with effort, each blast of air ruffling the whiskers of
his upper lip.
The other two were married. They sat side by side, the man
slender and kind looking. The woman was the kind of person you
know is young but has the features of a fifry-year-old. A hardened
fifty-year-old. Side by side they sat, silent.
Everyone stared forward, rejecting any involvement with the
other bus riders beyond the shared blue space.

DAYS
He was talking about men and women. I watched him, the
man with a full beard and baseball cap. His voice whined.
"Wel l, all I'm saying is that men are inherently worse than
women."
The bus driver answered.
"Huh. "
"I mean, men are users and liars, and they care only about
physical beauty, whereas women look deeper. They care more
about the kind of guy, and men are just losers. "
The woman next co him began.
"Well, I don't agree. There are good people in-"
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"You have to admit though, that women are naturally better."
The driver mumbled.
"University Mall, transfer point."
"Don't you think women are naturally just better than men?"
I couldn't hear the driver's reply and watched as the bearded
man stepped off the bus.

DAY13
"Now don't be mad ifl break this." I watched him take a pencil
out of my backpack and asked, "What?"
The thin wood snapped under his fingers. He grabbed three
more pencils and I thought, what do you mean, "don't be mad ifI
break this"? Those are my only-snap, snap, snap. The three pencils
were in his hands in six pieces.
He looked down at my human anatomy book, my backpack
lying open to assault on the floor.
"I want to take that class. Want to know why?"
I grunted neutrally.
"I want to learn to dissect humans."
And he smiled what I swear was the most evil smile I have ever
seen in my life. I decided to scoot over a bit.
"You know what I want for Christmas?"
Annoyed at the complete uselessness of the question, I answered.
((No."

"Five hundred dollars."
He paused to let this sink in.
"Do you know why?"
I paused, contemplated the question, and replied the best I could.
«No."
"For a piece of machinery."
I pulled a book out of my bag and began reading intently,
while he took my pen and shoved it in his pocket.

DAY 15
An empty bus. Just the driver and me. I let my mind wander
again, let my thoughts find an interest to lock on to. We jumped
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along the road, air straining through the roaring air conditioner,
me shivering in the back seat.
I thought about the ride, the accidental gathering of people
who don't know each other, forced into close quarters. I guess
everyone has to ride a bus sometime.
I wonder what kind of rider I was.

Dishes
••••
Karl Thomas Rees
Lord,
when it is time for my exit,
please, accept my prayer.
Do not let me break
and go the route
of my china
on the
kitchen
floor.
I shall wish to say goodbye,
and let the world know
where she can find me.

Dialogue
•••
•
Marilyn N elson
Smells good, dear; what do you call chis
scuff
the peppers, please, honey. I'm getting
such a headache
chis client is turning out to be. I'm not sure I can even
handle
on chis pan is coming loose and the laundry isn't
folded
which means the whole firm is nearly bankrupt, so I
assume
all responsibility for chat window Joey
broke
but we can't loan chem any money because of che
difficult
child, so I cold her we'd keep a close watch on him and
try
the client under state laws instead, but I'm afraid it's as good as
lost
his coat again, and it's not as if we can afford
another
long day at the office. Now I just want to relax and
forget
to feed his lizard or we are getting rid of chat animal
tonight
I want a long soak in the cub; the only place where I
can
of green beans and put chem in the pan, please, dear?

Birth
•••
♦

Neil Aitken
here where the pavement rises
I place my ear down
listen for the pulse of the concrete city
the second pulse of the slow-moving sewer
hear the electricity leaking
the steel vibrating
the yearning ache of bedrock
the stirring of waters,
oils, sands,
deep beneath
the child breaking forth
from the womb
openi ng fingers into my hands.
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Great Gardens!
A Dining Experience in Two Acts

•••
•

Joshua Brady

rhe present. The play rakes place during
May or June in Houston, Texas. The
entire action of rhe play occurs in rhe
restaurant Grear Gardens! The exclamation point belongs to rhe restaurant, nor
my enthusiasm for ir. Grear Gardens! is an
all-you-can-ear salad-soup-pasra-bakedgoods bar. The set is simply a counter
with seven sears facing our a restaurant
window onto an unseen patio searing area
and into rhe audience. A neon sign rhar
features the name of the restaurant hangs
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well above the counter. One exit/entrance leads to the food and
cash register. It also exits the restaurant. The other exit/entrance
leads to the patio.
For the sake of convenience, the seven seats have been numbered
one to seven, beginning at stage right and continuing to stage left.
These numbers do not necessarily prescribe blocking, but clarify
where people are in relation to each other as they bicker over seating.
The characters move around when other people are gone, but the
numbers serve to explain where they sit and set down their trays.
CAST: (In order of appearance)

,--,
0)

LYLE: The Allen family black sheep. A divorcee in his mid-twenties.
LOS, like the rest of the family, he is the only member of the family who does not actively live the lifestyle of the Church. He wears
as short of shorts as is fashionably acceptable. They must not reach
his knees. His shirt very obviously reveals that he wears no tee-shirt
underneath.

0)
'--'

SARIAH: Lyle's sister, about twenty years old. She covers her
vulnerability with an unbelievably callous exterior. There is nothing
original in her clothing. She is as fashionable as one can be without
taking any risks whatsoever.
BROOK: Sariah's fiance, twenty-three or twenty-four years old.
Quietly happy in his engagement to Sariah, he has committed
himself to not making waves in the Allen family. He is a very active
and devout Mormon. His manner of dress is a bit preppy. If he wears
shorts, they must go the knee. He must also have on an undershirt.

ILENE: The Allen family matriarch. She is about twenty years older
than Lyle. She is fiercely committed to her family and constantly
looks out for them in her own way. Unfortunately, her own way is
not their way. Her clothing covers all the essentials, shoulders and
knees.
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NEIL: Two co four years older than Ilene. He is the family peacekeeping force, insofar as he is able. That, incidentally, doesn't seem
to be much. He wears slacks and a polo shirt.
NEILENE: Twenty-two-and-a-half years old. Another of the siblings,
she has just returned from an LDS mission to England. She literally got off the plane yesterday. She has gained a good deal of weight,
but she still wears clothes from her thinner days. They are not only
too tight, but also out of date. As with the preceding three, her
shoulders and knees are covered.
JARED: Around eighteen years old. He is outgoing with his friends,
withdrawn with his family. He dresses in white wannabe hip-hop,
or in the well-known style of "l-wish-1-were-a-skater-but-mymom-buys-my-clothes." No part of his body may be pierced, as
that would cause Ilene some sort of severe hemorrhage.

ACTI
[In the darkness, a bell rings. At rise, LYLE sits in seat #1, while
SARIAH is in #7. They say nothing to each other. Even if LYLE may

glance over at her, SARIAH completely shuts him out. After a
moment, BROOK enters. He takes seat #6, next to SARIAH.]
BROOK: Hey, Honey. I'm back. [She stares at him with disbelief He

slips over to #5.] Sorry. Saving seats. I know. [She continues to stare,
so he goes down one more to #4.] Sorry, Honey. I forgot. [She averts
her stare. Substantial pause.] Sure is crowded here ... isn't it? [No
response.] Yeah. It is. It is crowded. But nice. It's crowded but nice.
Really nice. The bathrooms are, too. Nice, not crowded. They
weren't crowded, but they sure were nice. I think that says a lot
when the bathrooms are nice. A nice bathroom means a nice
kitchen means a nice restaurant. [Short pause.] Yeah ... Pretty nice.

[Pause.] Hmm . .. [Another pause.] Awfully warm weather we're
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having here, isn't it? [ The two stare at him.] Or maybe I'm just not
used to it yet. [No response.] It get hot like chis often?
LYLE: Pretty much, yeah.
SARIAH: Shut up, Lyle.

LYLE: I was answering his question.
SARIAH: Whatever.

LYLE: He's your fiance. You talk to him, then.
SARIAH: Brook and I are comfortable enough in our relationship

that we don't have to talk if we don't want to.
LYLE: He asked a question.
SARIAH: Shut up.

LYLE: Fine.

[Pause.]
BROOK: [confidentially to LYLE] le was pretty much a rhetorical

questton.
,--,
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LYLE: "Does it gee hot like chis often?"
BROOK: Yes, well .. .
SARIAH: Yes, Lyle. Rhetorical.

LYLE: What brought this on?
SARIAH: What brought what on?

LYLE: This attitude.
SARIAH: Like you don't know.

LYLE: [mocking her] "Like I don't."
SARIAH: Look at my hair.

[He does. There is nothing wrong with it.]
LYLE: So?

SARIAH: You did chis!
LYLE: What?
SARIAH: Look who had to show off his sunroof.

LYLE: The air conditioner doesn't work.
SARIAH: So? I told you to close it.
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LYLE: Ir's my car, and the air conditioner does not work.
SARIAH: Just look at my hair!
LYLE: Ir's my car!
SARIAH: Whatever.
BROOK: Sariah . .. it looks good.
SARIAH: No, it does not.
BROOK: Yes, your hair always looks beautiful.
SARIAH: Well ...
BROOK: It does.

[She smiles. They reach across and hold hands, affectionately, but awkwardly. Pause.]
LYLE: It get hot like this in Madrid?
BROOK: [ Turning his attention back to LYLE) Where?
LYLE: In Madrid.
BROOK: [He affects the Spanish "theta"] Oh, no. I served in

Barrhelona.
LYLE: Oh, the Barcelona Mission.
BROOK: Right, Barthelona.
LYLE: Oh.
BROOK: Yep.
LYLE: Uh huh. [Short pause.] It get hot like this often?
BROOK: In Barthelona? Yeah.
LYLE: Like thith?
BROOK: No, not like Houston.
LYLE: Oh.
BROOK: Yeah.
LYLE: Yep.

[Pause.]
BROOK: Yeah. [Short pause.] Only, we didn't have air conditioning

there.
LYLE: No?

,--,
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BROOK: No. No air conditioning.

LYLE: Hmm. [Short pause.] Nice air conditioning here, though.
BROOK: Yeah ... it's nice.

LYLE: Maybe even too cold.
BROOK: Maybe. I think it's nice.

LYLE: Yeah. It's nice.

[Pause. The same bell heard at the beginning ofthe play rings. SARIAH
responds immediately.]
SARIAH: Fresh rolls!
LYLE: We can't.
SARIAH: Fresh rolls, though. Brook?
BROOK: OK ... sure.

LYLE: Sariah, Mom will be mad.
BROOK: She will?

SARIAH: I can handle her.
BROOK: Well, then let's not if she's going to get upset.

LYLE: She probably will anyway.
SARIAH: I told you. I can handle her. She's not going to get upset.
BROOK: Well-

LYLE: Sariah, you mean, she's not going to get upset at you.
BROOK:

If that's going to be-

SARIAH: Fine.
BROOK: I mean we can.

SARIAH: No. I'll just starve.
BROOK: Really. Let's get something to eat.

SARIAH: No. I don't want to. I'll just suffer.
LYLE: In silence, please.
SARIAH: Shut up.
LYLE: Fine.

[Long pause.]
BROOK: Um .. . you would have thought they'd be here by now.
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SARIAH: Dad's driving.
BROOK: Is that bad?

SARIAH: He is the slowest driver in the history of the world. Ever.

LYLE: It's a speed limit..
SARIAH: It's not how close you can get to the edge of the cliff, but
how far you can stay away from it. He always goes at least five
miles under the speed limit.

LYLE: Except when driving to Utah.
SARIAH: Except when driving to Utah when it is OK to go exactly
five miles over the speed limit. Period. It is so embarrassing. Even
the big rigs pass up Dad.

LYLE: The big rigs pass up Dad driving up steep mountains.
SARIAH: That and the flat ones.

LYLE: The flat mountains?
SARIAH: Shut up, Lyle. Anyways, I always hated it when he'd like
drive us anywhere for church and scuff. He took like fifteen, twenty
minutes longer

to

get anywhere.

LYLE: Yep. Learning how to drive was fun in our family.
SARIAH: Mom wasn't that bad.

LYLE: Mom was worse. At least Dad remained calm. Once I was
driving with them and Mom screamed out from the back seat, "I
just can't bear to look!" and then she ducked down under the seat.
BROOK: No!

SARIAH: Really?

LYLE: You never heard that story?
SARIAH: No. I always thought you were a good driver.

LYLE: Thanks.
SARIAH: Hmm. Guess I was wrong.

LYLE: Funny.
[Lull.]
BROOK: Well, now ...
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LYLE: What?
BROOK: Well ... well ... forgot what I was going to say.
LYLE: Oh.

[Long pause.]
BROOK: So ... did you serve a mission?
SARIAH: Lyle was an A.P.
LYLE: Assistant to the President, Sariah; don't be sacrilegious.
BROOK: Really?
LYLE: Yep ... you look surprised.
BROOK: Me? No. I think that's great. Really great.
LYLE: Well? What can I say? I was a damn good missionary.
SARIAH: Lyle ...
LYLE: What? "Damn good missionary." It's a figure of speech. Said
it all the time in the field.
SARIAH: Wouldn't be surprised.
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LYLE: Daaamn good.

SARIAH:OK.
LYLE: Member, not always so hot, but a damn good missionary.
BROOK: Where did you go again?
LYLE: Thalt Lake Thity Thouth.
BROOK: Where?
LYLE: Salt Lake City South mission. Already a couple of members
living there.
BROOK: That would be nice.
LYLE: [needling SARIAH] Yep, and I was a damn good missionary.
SARIAH: OK, Lyle.
LYLE: What?
SARlAH: We get it. You swear.
LYLE: I do?
SARIAH: [dryry] You swear, and you've stopped wearing your garments, and we're all just so shocked-now, can you please just
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leave it alone. We get it.
LYLE: Sorry. I guess I just slipped.

[Short pause.]
BROOK: You excited to see Neilene then?

LYLE: I was there last night.
BROOK: You were? That's right.

LYLE: Yes.
BROOK: So was it exciting?

LYLE: It was damn exciting to see her, because I bet she was damn
good, too.
SARIAH: Lyle!
LYLE: Sorry. It was just a joke. It doesn't count if it's just a joke.
SARIAH: Sure.

[Short pause.]
LYLE: Look, I really am sorry, OK? Really. For swearing, for opening the sun roof, whatever. You name it, I did it. I'm sorry.
BROOK: [ Looking out the window in ftont ofthem.] Is that them?

SARIAH: Where?
BROOK: There.

LYLE: Sari ah . ..
SARIAH: Finally, they get here.
LYLE: Sariah?
SARIAH: What?
LYLE: I really am sorry.
SARIAH: Fine.
LYLE: I don't mean to get into it with you, because we're already
going to have to deal with it from MomSARIAH: Why with Mom?
LYLE: Because the first thing she's going to do when she gets here
is that she's going to turn to me and get all mad because "we're sitting up here at the bar."
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BROOK: Up at the counter?
SARIAH: To Mom, it's a bar.
LYLE: And it'll be the first thing she'll say. To me.

SARIAH: You are like ... way too hard on her.
LYLE: Maybe so, but I bet you she will.

SARIAH: Yeah, right.
LYLE: Seriously.

SARIAH: How much? Five?
LYLE: "The Gambler."

SARIAH: I'm Mormon. I don't gamble.
LYLE: Ten.

SARIAH: Deal.
LYLE: You hear that, Brook? Ten bucks, make sure she pays.

SARIAH: Make sure he pays.
LYLE: Fine. Just whatever.
[LYLE looks down at the counter, as ILENE enters.]

SARIAH: Hey, Mom.
ILENE: Hey, you guys. How long y'all been waiting?

SARIAH: Not too long. Just a couple of minutes.
ILENE: Now, you already pay?

BROOK: Yes, ma'am. Lyle paid for us.
ILENE: Well, good. That's sure nice of him. That was sure nice of

you, Lyle .... [now very serious] Now, you know Neilene is just
getting home from her mission.
LYLE: I seem to remember that, yes.
ILENE: Don't be smart. So how come you got us a place up here at

the bar?
LYLE: This isn't a bar.
ILENE: Sure looks like a bar to me.
LYLE: Well, it's not. It's a counter.
ILENE: I know I don't want to sit up at no bar, and I don't think
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your sister will either.
LYLE: Good, because chis isn't a bar.
ILENE: I just don't feel right about it.
LYLE: Bar before alcohol, counter before window.
ILENE: So why'd you get us a seat up at the bar?
LYLE: They seated us.
BROOK: Yes, they did, ma'am.

ILENE: You don't need to call me ma' am, Brook.
BROOK: Yes, ma'am.

ILENE: I mean it. It makes me feel all old.
BROOK: Yes-er ... yes.

ILENE: Well, you could have said we didn't want to sit at no bar.
LYLE: We did. But we'd either have to sit outsideILENE: I'm not sitting outside.
LYLE: I know. But if we didn't sit at the counter, we'd either have

to sit outside, or we couldn't sit together. I tried.
ILENE: Well . ..

SARIAH: It was the only place, Mom, really.
ILENE: Alright. Y'all gonna sit there or are you gonna go get your-

selves some food?
SARIAH: [with saccharine hypocrisy] We will, but we were just waiting for you.
ILENE: Well, thank you, Honey. That's sure sweet of you. Oh .. . I

see your father's here now. I better go get back there. [All but LYLE

turn and wave. ILENE traipses offbellowing as she goes.] HO LO
YOUR HORSES! I'M COMING!
LYLE: [As soon as she is out ofearshot.] OK, ten bucks.

SARIAH: It wasn't the first thing she said.
LYLE: Oh, please.

SARIAH: The bet was that it would be the first thing.
LYLE: Brook.
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SARIAH: Brook, was it or wasn't it supposed to be the first thing?
LYLE: Pay up.

SARIAH: You.
BROOK: Well ...

SARIAH: What?
BROOK: I mean I can see where you're coming from and all,

Sariah. You, too, Lyle. I really can. And / would think that you
would have to pay, Sariah, but I can also see why you'd think you
wouldn't have to.
SARIAH: [Slamming some money down on the bar after a short

pause.] Here. It still wasn't the first thing.
LYLE: [ Crossing over to take it.] Thank you very much. Now, if

you'll excuse me, I'm starving. [He goes past NEIL as he exits.] Hey,
Dad.
NEIL: You going to go get something to eat?
LYLE: Looks like it.

[Hes gone.]
SARIAH: Hey, Daddy, you made it.
NEIL: Oh, I ain't made it yet, but I'm here. Your mother sent me

over to hold down the fort, so you guys can go get something to
eat. You already paid?
BROOK: Yes sir. Lyle paid for us.
NEIL: Good. Good for Lyle. Now go. I don't want to have to be

waiting here all night.
SARIAH: OK, see you soon Daddy.

[She and BROOK leave. He takes seat #3. He looks at the decor for
a couple ofseconds. NEILENE enters with a tray holding just a little
bit ofgreen salad with dressing.]
NEILENE: Where do I sit?
NEIL: Now, you sit by me.
NEILENE: Where's Mom gonna sit?
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NEIL: On whatever side you don't. Now just have a seat, Neilene.
NEILENE: OK.

[She takes seat #4.]
NEIL: That it?
NEILENE: Oh. I'm not chat hungry.
NEIL: Well, shoot, I hope chat you're hungrier than chat, or I just

wasted seven bucks.
NEILENE: I'll probably get myself some bread lacer on.
NEIL: Well, good, then. [Short pause.] Is it good being back home

with your parents?
NEILENE: Yeah. It's nice being home. It's weird, you know, but ...

yeah.
NEIL: What do you mean it's weird? You miss it?
NEILENE: Yeah, I do , and then the whole being alone thing. Last

night in my own room, alone. I chink I about had a panic attack.
NEIL: I thought you slept good.
NEILENE: Yeah, I did. Eventually. I didn't sleep all the way back

from England.
NEIL: I know that Brook was saying it cook him a couple of weeks
to

get over all that jet lag stuff.

NEILENE: Weeks?
NEIL: That's what he said.
ILENE: [Swooping in with a fall tray.] Neil, you better get going, or

there won't be nothing left.
NEIL: I am. Don't take my seat.
ILENE: I'm caking it.
NEIL: No.
ILENE: You just sat by her. Now, it's my cum.
NEIL: For five seconds.
ILENE: Oh, Neil, it doesn't really matter. You're going anyways.
NEIL: I want to sit here.
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ILENE: Oh, alright, alright.

[As he gets up, she nabs his seat.]
NEIL: Ilene.
ILENE: Sorry.
[JARED enters.]
NEILENE: Hey, Jared, come sit by me.
ILENE: Now, you know, I'm just joking.
NEIL: I guess I'll justILENE: I won't sit here. When you get back here, I'll scoot down.

I'm not going to sit here. Why should I want to sit here by my
daughter? I haven't seen her for nineteen months.
NEILENE: [to JARED, who is in #5] So? You excited about college?
JARED: Yeah.
ILENE: I'm promising I'll let you sit here.
NEILENE: Really?
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NEIL: Alright.
JARED: Yeah .
NEIL: [to NEILENE] Be back soon, and then your mother will

scoot down one, so I can sit by you.
ILENE: I know.
NEIL: I'm just telling Neilene.
ILENE: Well, good.
NEILENE: See you soon, Daddy.
NEIL: I'll be right back, Ilene.

[He exits.]
ILENE: Well ... belly up to the bar, boys, belly up!
JARED: Huh?
ILENE: It was an old song.
JARED: What?
ILENE: I said belly up to the bar. It was a joke.
JARED: Why are we sitting here?
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ILENE: Who knows? Maybe your brother felt more comfortable.

I'm sure I don't know, but I don't want co complain. [Short pause.]
So, Neilene, was the food different in England?
NEILENE: A little different, yeah.
ILENE: Did they have salad? Is it good to have some salad?
NEILENE: Mom, they have salad.
ILENE: They do?
NEILENE: Yeah.
ILENE: Really? Because I thought for some reason they didn't.
NEILENE: Yep.
ILENE: I thought chat I had read that so111ewhere.
NEILENE: Oh.
ILENE: Well, good. Why aren't you eating your salad, then? Is it OK?
NEILENE: I just thought I would wait for everybody to get back.
ILENE: Well, chat's ... chat's good of you, Honey. But you know

how we are; you can just dig in.
NEILENE: Well, I thought we might want to ... um . . . bless it,

you know?

[Short pause.]
ILENE: Here?

[Short pause.]
NEILENE: Yeah.
ILENE: Well, I chink that's ... that's ... are you sure?
NEILENE: I mean, we don't have to.
ILENE: Because I always chink that chat's weird. That's what the

born-agains do, you know. Do they pray all in public in England?
NEILENE: We did.
ILENE: Because I'm all for prayer. At home. Maybe I should have

cooked something if you wanted prayer.
NEILENE: I'm fine.
ILENE: How could I know?
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NEILENE: It's fine.
SARIAH: [Entering and going straight for seat #2.] Can you believe

how crowded it is here?
ILENE: That's my seat, hon.
SARIAH: You gee two?

ILENE: I'm just sitting here for a moment. This one is for your
dad. So you better scoot down one.
SARIAH: Then there's no room for Brook.

ILENE: Well ... Jared, Neilene, can you guys please scoot down
one?
NEILENE: Jared. Mom says to scoot down one.
JARED: What?
ILENE: Hon, we need you to scoot down one so Brook can sic next
ro Sariah.
JARED: Why do I have co scoot down?
SARIAH: Because there's no room. Move.

JARED: There's plenty of room.
ILENE: Will you please just scoot your butt?
[BROOK enters. He takes seat #1.]
SARIAH: You can't sit there.

BROOK: Why not?
ILENE: Jared, just move.
SARIAH: That's my seat. I'm in Mom's.

NEILENE: I can move.
ILENE: No, you just stay right there. Jared!
JARED: How come I'm always the one who has to move?
NEILENE: I can justILENE: This is sure a fine way to welcome back your sister.
BROOK: Sariah, why don't weSARIAH: I want to sic by Mom.

BROOK: It's better than having to ...
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ILENE: You see? You're embarrassing Brook. You think he's going

to want to be a part of this family if you act like this?
BROOK: Let's just move.
ILENE: I don't want to have to tell you again, Mister!
SARIAH: I'm sitting by Mom.

BROOK: OK, butILENE: Jared!
JARED: I mean, I'm always the one who has to move.

BROOK: You know what? I'll just sit by you, Jared.
ILENE: You don't want to sit by Sariah, dear?

BROOK: No, ma'am. We can sit by each other any time.

[He takes #6. NEIL reenters.]
NEIL: OK.
ILENE: Move on down, Honey. [SARIAH and ILENE move down

one.] You see, Jared? That ain't so hard. I got to move sometimes, too.
JARED: Whatever.
NEIL: [to ILENE] What's wrong? How come you're not eating?
ILENE: Neilene wants to have a prayer.
NEIL: Oh.
ILENE: So we're going to have a prayer for her first.
NEIL: Jared, we're going to have a prayer.
JARED: Here?
ILENE: It's for your sister.
JARED: What's wrong with her?
ILENE: We're not praying for her. We're praying because she wants

us to.
NEIL: Well, we got to wait for Lyle.
ILENE: Well, where is he?
NEIL: He's off in some line for some Thai chicken penne pasta.
ILENE: How does he expect us to say the prayer if he's off standing

in some line?
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NEIL: I'm sure he doesn't know we were going to pray. [to NEILENE]

You know that we do pray at home, Honey.
NEILENE: We don't have to.
ILENE: Well, we want to. It'll be good for us to pray ... here ...

too. Well, I'm hungry, now. Now let's just say it.
NEIL: We better wait for Lyle.
ILENE: Like he's going to care.
NEIL: Ilene.
LYLE: [Entering.] Huzzah, everybody.
ILENE: Sit down, Lyle. We're going to say a prayer.
LYLE: Here?
ILENE: Yes. You know what chat is?
NEIL: Alright.
ILENE: I just want chis to be special for your sister.
LYLE: [Having taken his seat.] OK.
ILENE: OK. Time for prayer.

[ They all bow their heads for a moment. Then LYLE lifts up his head.]
LYLE: Who's saying it?
NEIL: Jared, can you say it?
JARED: Heavenly Father. Thank you for Neilene, and that she can

be here with us ... Thank you chat Lyle could come, coo. And
Brook. Name of Jesus Christ. Amen.
ALL: Amen.

[ They start lifting up their heads.]
SARIAH: You forgot to bless the food, idiot.
ILENE: You leave him alone, because we're not doing it again.

[to NEILENE] I mean we will when we get home, alright, just not
now.
NEILENE: It's OK. Thank you, Mom.
ILENE: Well, it's just so good to have you home, Neilene.
NEIL: It sure is.
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NEILENE: I'm happy co be here.
ILENE: Ir's been a long nineteen months, and I can tell you're just

going co be a great example for us.
NEILENE: Thanks.
ILENE: And I mean chat. I really do. We love you, sweetheart.
NEILENE: Well ... thanks.
ILENE: And we can tell how much you've ... how much you've

grown spiritually ... and we certainly look forward to having chat
in our home chis little bit.
NEIL: We sure do.
NEILENE: Thanks, Mom, Dad.
ILENE: Now why don't you cell us a mission story? Wouldn't that

be nice to hear a mission story?
NEIL: That would be very nice.
ILENE: Wouldn't chat be nice, Sariah?
SARIAH: Sure.
NEILENE: OK .. .
ILENE: Listen up, Jared.
JARED: What?
ILENE: Neilene is going to cell a mission story.
JARED: Oh.

[Bell rings again. SARIAH and JARED move immediately. NEIL
also reacts.]
SARIAH: Fresh rolls.
ILENE: We're not getting no fresh rolls until Neilene tells us a

story.
SARIAH: They're only fresh when the bell rings.
ILENE: They'll be fresh enough. Two minutes and they're not

going co go scale.
NEILENE: You guys can go get some rolls first.
ILENE: We want co hear you cell your story, because we know there
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will be plenty of fresh rolls another time, right?
NEIL: Of course. Unless you wane some fresh rolls, too.
ILENE: Don't go trying to make her eat while she's trying to tell

her story.
NEILENE: You guys can go.

[SARIAH and JARED are up and out immediately. SARIAH takes
BROOK with her.]

NEIL: I wasn't trying to make her do anything.
ILENE: She already ate her whole salad; she's probably not hungry

any more. Are you hungry?
NEILENE: I'm fine.
ILENE: See?
NEIL: Well, she only got a little bit.
ILENE: And she's not used to the salad. So ... Neilene, we're going

to get some rolls, and we'll be right back for your story.
NEIL: See you in a minute.

[They go.]
LYLE: Crap! What is in that Diet Coke? [NEILENE giggles self

consciously. LYLE scoots down.] How you doing, Niley?
NEILENE: Good.
LYLE: I haven't even barely been able to talk to you.
NEILENE: I know.
LYLE: So how you doing?
NEILENE: I'm doing good.
LYLE: That's good to hear.
NEILENE: And you?
LYLE: You know me. Same as always, right?
NEILENE: Yeah.

[Short pause.]
LYLE: Hey! Do you know who I saw the other day?
NEILENE: Who?
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LYLE: Mr. Boyd.
NEILENE: Really?
LYLE: Saw him in H.E.B. The produce section.
NEILENE: What did he say?
LYLE: I don't know. I didn't talk to him. He hated us, remember?
NEILENE: He hated you.
LYLE: He hated us.
NEILENE: He threw the drumsticks at you.
LYLE: Right. [Short pause.] You know? I miss that.
NEILENE: High school?
LYLE: No.
NEILENE: Boyd's class?
LYLE: Please, no. Us. Hanging out together.
NEILENE: I was a tagalong.
LYLE: No, you weren't.
NEILENE: Yeah ...
LYLE: No, and I miss that. I missed you. I could have really used
you around when- [She starts to fidget.] What's wrong?
NEILENE: Nothing. I just ... nothing.
LYLE: Well ... I missed you. [JARED comes back.] And hey ...
you look great.
NEILENE: [uncomfortably sarcastic] Sure.
LYLE: [to JARED] Here, I'm moving. [to NEILENE] No. You
really do.

[By now the two couples have returned. LYLE moves back to his seat as
BROOK and SARIAH separate.]
BROOK: See you, Sariah.
ILENE: OK, hon, we're ready for that mission story.
NEILENE: OK ...
ILENE: Now listen, everybody, she's going to tell us a mission story.

[Short pause.] Aren't you going to tell us one, hon?
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NEILENE: I am, I'm just thinking.
ILENE: Don't you want to?
NEIL: She's fine.
NEILENE: I just got to think of one first. [Short pause.] alright.

Did I tell you about Rachel?
ILENE: Is that that girl who sat down and read the whole Book of

Mormon in a week?
NEILENE: Well, yeah ...
ILENE: That's a great one, tell us that.
NEILENE: That's the story.
NEIL: Isn't that nice.
ILENE: Tell us another one then.
NEILENE: I guess there's Chris and Alison ...
ILENE: That's the live-in couple that you got to get married.
NEILENE: OK, then ... let me think of another one.
ILENE: You can tell us more about them.
NEILENE: No . .. hmm ... what about Catherine?
ILENE: Is that theLYLE: Oh, please.
ILENE: What?
NEIL: Let's just let Neilene tell the story.
ILENE: I'm not stopping her.
NEILENE: Well, Catherine was so ready when we taught her. I mean,

she had already been fellowshipped by some members. We taught
the first discussion with them, and that went really well and stuff.
ILENE: You see, I remember this one.
NEIL: Let's just have Neilene tell it.
NEILENE: We give 3 Nephi 11 in the Book of Mormon to read,

you knowSARJAH: What's that?
BROOK: When Christ visits the Americas.
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SARIAH: That's in Nephi?
BROOK: WellJARED: Duh.

SARIAH: Shut up!
NEIL: Jared ...
JARED: Sorry.

NEIL: Go on, Neilene.
NEILENE: So, we give her 3 Nephi 11SARIAH: Third Nephi. I thought she said, "First."
NEILENE: So, we come back, and you know what it's like ....
Sometimes, they haven't read anything, and you have co go back
over the commitments.
BROOK: That was Barchelona.

NEILENE: Yeah. And so, we kind of asked her how her reading
went, not sure if she had even done it, and she saysILENE: "I've read chis chapter a couple of times. " Right?
NEILENE: Right.
NEIL: Let her cell it.
ILENE: And she says chat in it, it talked about baptism, and she
was wondering how she could gee baptized like chat, right?
NEILENE: Right.
ILENE: That's such a wonderful story.
NEIL: le sure is.
SARIAH: Brook has one cooler than chat.
ILENE: Oh, really?
SARIAH: Yeah, he got mugged.
ILENE: You got mugged?
BROOK: Yes.

ILENE: They got muggers in Spain?

[Short pause.]
BROOK: Yes.
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SARIAH: Anyways, the guys who mugged him stole his bike and
his bag of Book of Mormons, OK? He goes home ... the guy ...
he stares flipping ch rough one of the books, he calls Brook upwasn't your number in the book?
BROOK: Yes.

SARIAH: His number was in the book. So he calls up Brook, cakes
the discussions, gets baptized, and even gives the bike back.
BROOK: Martin.

ILENE: Then did you turn him in?
BROOK: No, ma'am.

ILENE: Well, why not? You got mugged!
LYLE: What? And lose a baptism, a number?
ILENE: What are you saying?
NEIL: OK, none of chat.
LYLE: Just a joke.
,----,
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BROOK: He had really repented. I mean, he was really sorry. You

could see it. ... Last I heard he was serving in the elders quorum
presidency.
ILENE: The mugger?
BROOK: Marcin.

ILENE: Hmm ... Neilene, you ever get mugged?
NEILENE: No.
ILENE: Good for you. [Short pause.] Anyways, we're sure glad to

have Neilene home.
NEIL: We sure are.
ILENE: And here we are with almost the whole family.
[LYLE takes this remark personally.]
NEIL: This is it, Ilene.
ILENE: We don't have Erica. We don't have Hailey.
NEIL: We don't have Hailey.
ILENE: And we don't have Erica, right?
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NEIL: She's not a part ... We don't have HaileyILENE: Just because her and Lyle couldn't make it, doesn't meanNEIL: No.
ILENE: .. . that she's not part of the family. I consider her part of

the family.
NEIL: I know.
ILENE: Just because they got divorced does not mean I have to loseNEIL: We can talk about this later.
ILENE: I was just saying, it's nice to have who we're going to have

in our family.
NEILENE: Hailey will be here Sunday, right?
LYLE: Yeah.
ILENE: That's true. You see? It'll be nice for you to take her to

church, won't it, Lyle?
LYLE: Yes.
ILENE: When's the last time you took her to church with you?
LYLE: I don't know. I let Erica take her to church.
ILENE: Well, good. So we have almost the whole family here. As

much as we're going to have until Sunday. [Short pause.] How's
your food, Brook?
BROOK: It's very good, thank you.
ILENE: We really enjoy this place. We found it ... how did we

find it, Neil?
NEIL: I don't remember.
ILENE: I think we just saw it when they built this shopping center.

But then, I thought somebody told us to try it. Didn't somebody
tell us to try it?
NEIL: I don't remember.
ILENE: I think somebody told us to try it. Either that or we had

one of those coupons. Didn't we have a coupon?
NEIL: I don't remember, dear.
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ILENE: I think we had a coupon. Maybe somebody told us to try

it, and we did because we had a coupon. Isn't that right?
NEIL: Sounds right.
ILENE: And we've been enjoying it ever since. How's that Thai

chicken, Lyle?
LYLE: Just fine.
ILENE: You like it?
LYLE: Yes, I like Thai.
ILENE: What's it like?
LYLE: It's like ... Thai.
NEIL: It's like Chinese with peanut butter.
ILENE: When have you had Thai?
NEIL: Oh, we've had it up at work.
ILENE: And they're feeding you Thai?
NEIL: Well ... sure.
ILENE: Then I want ... Lyle, let me have a taste.
LYLE: You can go and get some ...
ILENE: I just want a taste. Here, I'm passing down my fork.
LYLE: Why don't you just comeILENE: Because, I just want a taste, that's why. Neil ...
NEIL: What are you doing?
ILENE: Lyle wants me to taste his pasta.
[NEIL takes the fork and passes it to NEILENE.]
NEILENE: Here, Jared.
JARED: Huh?
NEILENE: Pass this down to Lyle.
JARED: How come I have to pass it down?
ILENE: For goodness sake, you act like we asked you to poop a

cantaloupe.
NEIL: Ilene!
ILENE: What?
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NEIL: Don't be crude.
ILENE: Well, he does. Just pass it on down, Jared. [It goes to
BROOK. He passes it to LYLE. He stabs at his plate and passes the

fork back to BROOK.] You get some chicken on that?
[BROOK passes it back. LYLE does another stab. Again, he passes it

to BROOK. BROOK gingerly tries to get JAREDs attention.]
BROOK: Um ... um ... uh ... Jared ...
SARIAH: Hey, Jared! Pass down Mom's fork!
JARED: Gross.

[He does so quickly.]
ILENE: Is that all the chicken you could get?
LYLE: I thought you wanted a taste.
ILENE: Well, I do, but ... [She takes a bite.] Mmm. That is good.
SARIAH: I want a bite.
NEIL: Then get up and get your own.
LYLE: Here, here.
ILENE: It's all Chinesey, but with peanut butter.. .. Mmm . . .
makes me think of our old place.
SARIAH: How's that?
ILENE: Oh, when we first moved to Houston, there was this little
place that sold Chinese food right by our place. That was when
Lyle was just a baby, and we had just moved to the south part of
town. You remember that, Honey?
NEIL: Yes, I do.
ILENE: That was our first apartment.
NEIL: Yep.
ILENE: Sometimes I was too tired with the baby, and I was pregnant with Neilene, and I just wouldn't be in the mood to cook
some nights. So when your dad would come home, I'd just send
him over to get some Chinese food. What was that place called?
NEIL: You know ... I don't remember.
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ILENE: It was something "Chinese-American Kitchen."
NEIL: I don't know.
ILENE: Neither do I. ... Anyways, I'd send your dad there. It was

run by these Chinese, and ... I can't remember the name of that
place.
NEIL: Nope.
NEILENE: That's nice.
ILENE: Of course, that neighborhood sure has gone to pot.
LYLE: Where?
ILENE: Oh, it was down in the southern part of town. It's all

Chinesey now. And you got some of the blacks, and ... I wouldn't
go back there.
LYLE: Why not?
ILENE: I told you, Honey, it's not safe.
LYLE: You don't think the Asian neighborhoods are safe?
.--,
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ILENE: You've heard about the Asian gangs and things .
LYLE: Oh, Mom.
ILENE: What? And I said there are some blacks there, too. But

really, you can't even read the signs there anymore. It's all Chinesey.
LYLE: That sounds so bad.
ILENE: What?
LYLE: Nothing.
ILENE: Is that bad? Is it bad that I worry about my safety?
SARlAH: Mom, don't worry. Lyle's just getting all liberal again.
ILENE: It's not like I'm saying bad things.
NEIL: It's fine, dear. [to NEILENE] You ready for some more, dear?
ILENE: Neil!
NEIL: I didn't pay seven dollars so she could have five pieces of

lettuce.
NEILENE: Sure. I can go get some more.
ILENE: She's probably just not used to the food yet.
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NEIL: Well, she's gotta eat something.
ILENE: You don't have to make her.
NEILENE: I'd like some more bread, Mom.
ILENE: You don't have to.
NEILENE: I know.
NEIL: Good. See? I didn't make her.
ILENE: Well, if it's just the bread ...
NEILENE: Hey, Jared, want to come with me?

JARED: Huh?
NEILENE: I'm gonna go get some more.

JARED: Can't you go alone?
ILENE: You go with your sister. She's asking you kindly.

JARED: Why do I have to do everything?

[ They exit.]
ILENE: How much weight do you chink she's gained?
LYLE: Oh, Mom ...
ILENE: What? I can ask a question.
LYLE: I know, but ...
NEIL: She put on a little extra, but she's fine.
ILENE: A little?
NEIL: She's just fine.
ILENE: We're going to have to get her a whole new wardrobe.
LYLE: Mom ...
ILENE: I mean, she can't go back to school without any clothes

that fie. I don't know what it is, but the both of you just gained so
much, like ... I don't know.
SARIAH: Brook lost on his mission.
ILENE: Really?
SARIAH: Like twenty pounds.
BROOK: Well, no I -

SARIAH: Yes!
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BROOK: Honey ...
SARIAH: I saw a picture in Kanab.
ILENE: Well, I sure wish we had some of those genes in our family.

You should have seen Lyle when he came home.
NEIL: You look fine now, Son.
ILENE: All those dinner appointments. I'm surprised you could

peddle a bike.
NEIL: But now you're just fine.
ILENE: And she's gained at least that. At least that.
NEIL: And she'll drop that, too.
ILENE: You don't know that.
NEIL: Everybody gains a little.

SARIAH: Not Brook.
NEIL: Most everybody.
ILENE: But this is not a little. [NEILENE and JARED walk back in

sometime during the following.] I guess, I just worry about her
healtli, that's all. You get into a habit of eating too much, and it's
yours for life. I know. I mean, let's face it, she was never that small
to

begin with.

[JARED takes his place at the counter. NEILENE just stands there for

a moment.]
SARIAH: Well, speak of the devil.
NEIL: Sariah. Neilene, have a seat. We were just talking. [Short

pause. She doesn't move.] Come on. Have a seat. We didn't mean
anything by it. We were just talking.

[She finally sits without eating. There is a very Long silence.]
ILENE: [concerned] So, Honey, are your clothes fitting you OK?
LYLE: Oh, Mom.
ILENE: Don't you "Oh Mom" me. I can ask.
NEIL: Ilene ...
ILENE: Are they? [Silence. ] Did I say something wrong here?
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LYLE: Yes!
ILENE: Well ... leave it to me and my big mouth. I guess I can't

say anything right. Here I want dinner
to

to

be special and Jared has

act like a big jerk-

JARED: Huh? I didn't do anything.
ILENE: You wouldn't scoot down for your sister. Here we have

Brook here, and your sister home, and you have to act like that.
BROOK: I'm fine.
ILENE: Then I just try and show some concern for your sister, and

everybody acts like I'm a big jerk, when I'm just trying to help.
NEIL: It's OK, it's over.
ILENE: Well? He makes me feel like I can't say anything right. I

can't say anything without him twisting it. I can't even say I don't
feel safe without being the bad guy.
NEIL: Let's not make a big deal of this.
ILENE: It just hurts my feelings, that's all. It hurts my feelings.
NEIL: Here, let's go get someILENE: No. Let's just go home. I don't even want to eat anymore.
NEIL: It's fine.
ILENE: It is not, and I blew it.
NEIL: Come get some of that pasta with me.
ILENE: No, because then if I eat the pasta, I'll be the bad guy for

eating the Chinese food. I don't know.
N Ell: Ilene.
ILENE: Oh, alright. I'm sorry, Neilene. I'm sorry I show a little

concern.
NEIL: Honey.
ILENE: I'm going.

[ They exit.]
SARIAH: Good one, Lyle.
LYLE: I didn't do anything.
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SARIAH: You just made Mom all mad.
LYLE: I didn't mean to. She was just beingNEILENE: Let's just drop it, OK?
SARIAH: Fine with me; Lyle's the one who was keeping it going.
LYLE: I don't know what's up your buttNEILENE: Lyle! ... Please?
LYLE: Sorry, Niley.

[Pause.]
JARED: [to BROOK] Our fami ly's a bunch of freaks, huh?
BROOK: I ... uh ... don't know. I like you guys just fine.
JARED: Whatever.

[Pause. SARIAH sees something out ofthe window in .front ofher.]
SARIAH: Is that ... ?

[She waves.]
BROOK: Who is that?
,----,
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SARIAH: That's Craig ... and President Baum's family.
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BROOK: Who?

SARIAH: Our stake president. Right there. I gotta go say "hi."
Brook, come say "hi" with me.
BROOK: Uh . . . sure.

[ They exit in the opposite direction ofall other exits.]
LYLE: Now, that's tacky. Taking him off ro go meet Craig.
NEILENE: Lyle!
LYLE: Sorry. I was just . .. noticing. [LYLE moves to seat #3, next

to NEILENE.] You doing alright?
NEILENE: I'm doing.
LYLE: Uh huh?
NEILENE: And that's all I can say for the moment. I'm doing. Yep.
LYLE: That was really just ... I'm sorry you had ro hear that. What
Mom said.
NEILENE: It's OK.
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LYLE: No, it's not. That was just ... that was bad.
NEILENE: It doesn't matter-

[Bell rings again.]
JARED: Fresh rolls!
LYLE: Huh?
JARED: Didn't you hear?
LYLE: What?
JARED: The bell. Fresh rolls.
LYLE: Oh. UARED goes.] What were you saying?
NEILENE: I don't remember.
LYLE: You said it doesn't matter.
NEILENE: Oh.
LYLE: So? ... What doesn't matter?
NEILENE: Well ... I guess it doesn't matter, whether I hear her say
it or not. I know what she's thinking, right?
LYLE: Maybe.
NEILENE: So I guess it doesn't matter then, huh?
LYLE: Guess not. You just seem ... not OK ... to me.
NEILENE: Well, how many times do I have to tell you?
LYLE: Sorry.
NEILENE: It's fine. It's just ... I guess I'm just a little tired, a little
touchy.
LYLE: No ...
NEILENE: But I really don't want to talk about it anymore.
LYLE: Fine.
NEILENE: OK.
LYLE: That's fine. [Pause.] I know it was hard for me.
NEILENE: What?
LYLE: Coming home.
NEILENE: Yeah ... I miss England.
LYLE: Well, yeah, England. Salt Lake City wasn't so hard to leave.
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For me, ir was more, you know, coming home.

NEILENE: Oh.
LYLE: Thar was real hard.
NEILENE: OK, bur I don't wane co talk about it.
LYLE: Right. [Short pause.] You know I wouldn't cell anybody.
NEILENE: Yes, I know.
LYLE: I never have before.
NEILENE: I know.
LYLE: So, you could cell me if something was bothering you, if you
wanted co, right?

[Short pause.]
NEILENE: You know, Lyle? A lot has changed since we would talk.
LYLE: Noc so much.
NEILENE: I don't know. Maybe.
LYLE: What does chat mean?
NEILENE: What?
LYLE: "Maybe."
NEILENE: It means maybe so, maybe not.

[Pause.]
LYLE: Noc you, coo, Niley.

[Short pause.]
NEILENE: Not me what?
LYLE: I can't handle rhis from you, too.
NEILENE: What? [Short pause.] What? [Short pause.] What, Lyle?
LYLE: I don't chink all chat much has changed .
NEILENE: Well ...
LYLE: Yeah?
NEILENE: I don't know.
[NEIL enters.]
NEIL: Your mother's just gonna be getting some of that Thai pasta.
NEILENE: Grear.
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NEIL: I'm sorry, Honey.
NEILENE: I'm fine .
NEIL: Your mother was just worried, chat's all.
NEILENE: Dad, I know. Would it be OK, if we just ... just lee it go?
NEIL: That would be fine. What are you doing in my seat?
LYLE: We were just talking.
NEIL: About what?
LYLE: Things.
NEILENE: Nothing.
LYLE: [Moving back to seat #7.] Sure .. . yeah ... nothing. We

were just talking about nothing.
NEIL: [After he's settled in #3.] Where's Sariah and Brook?
LYLE: [Pointing.] Over there.
[NEIL waves.]
NEIL: Well, imagine that . . . [He waves again.] Who's that Sariah's

talking co? Isn't chat . .. ?
LYLE: Yes, it is.
NEIL: When did Craig get back in town?
LYLE: Probably when school let out.
NEIL: I didn't chink he was sti ll going up there to the Y.
LYLE: He is.
NEIL: Is he?
NEILENE: I thought so.
NEIL: Oh. If you say so, Honey.
[BROOK reenters and takes his seat.]
BROOK: Hey.

NEIL: Where's Sariah?
BROOK: Oh. She's just over there talking to Greg.

NEIL: You mean Craig.
BROOK: Yes. That's right, sir. She still had a couple of things to

say, I guess.
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LYLE: A couple, yeah.
NEIL: Lyle ...
LYLE: [snapping at him] What?
NEIL: There's no reason to get angry.
LYLE: I'm not!
NEIL: I just don't want you talking that way about your sister.
LYLE: What way?
NEIL: You know.
LYLE: Fine.
NEIL: You know, Son.
LYLE: I said, fine.
NEIL: What are you all in a snoot about?
LYLE: I'm not in a snoot.
NEILENE: Dad ...
NEIL: Sure looks like you're in a snoot to me.
C)
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[JARED returns and takes his seat.]
LYLE: Then I guess I must be.
NEIL: You should just see yourself, Son.
BROOK: I think I'm gonna go get some more. Somebody wanna . ..
LYLE: Look, I'm just ... I just ...
JARED: Huh?
BROOK: You wanna go?
LYLE: Anything I sayN EILENE: I'm going with you.
LYLE: Anything. I literally cannot say anything.
JARED: I just got back.
NEIL: Now, that's not true.
NEILENE: Jared, come on ...
NEIL: We let you share your pasta.
[BROOK andNEILENE sneak out.]
LYLE: I promise you, Dad, you did not let me share my pasta.
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NEIL: You've had a chip on your shoulder from the moment you

walked through that door.
LYLE: We beat you here.
NEIL: Then from the moment that I walked through that door, I

could tell you had this huge chip on your shoulder.
LYLE: Dad, that's notNEIL: You don't need to tell me what I saw.
LYLE: I think I wou ld know.
NEIL: Well, I think I do, too, Son. And I'll tell you, I don't know

why you need to act like this.
LYLE: Fine.
NEIL: I just don't get it, Son.
LYLE: Alright.
NEIL: I really don't.
LYLE: OK.
NEIL: First you upset your mother.
LYLE: She's the oneNEIL: I know what she did. She's still your mother.
ILENE: [Entering back in with a very fuLl tray.] Did you send her

back out there to gee more food?
NEIL: No, Honey.
ILENE: She's going co gee more, you know.
NEIL: She's fine.
ILENE: I know. I didn't say anything was wrong.
LYLE: Just that she has a weight problem.
ILENE: I said that I was sorry.
NEIL: You two!
ILENE: What else can I do?
NEIL: Ilene.
ILENE: I'm sorry. I don't want to fight.
NEIL: I just don't know why-
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ILENE: Let's just let it drop.
NEIL: Then let's drop it.
LYLE: Thank you.
NEIL: OK.
LYLE: I didn't do anything in the first place.
NEIL: Lyle ...
LYLE: Sorry.

[Short pause.]
ILENE: Where's Sariah?
LYLE: I'm not saying anything.
NEIL: She's over there talking to chat Craig Baum.
ILENE: Who?
LYLE: She's off talking to Craig, Mom .
ILENE: Her Craig?
NEIL: It's not her Craig, now.
LYLE: Well ...
NEIL: Lyle.
ILENE: Well, where is she?
NEIL: [Pointing.] They're right over there, dear.
[ILENE waves cheerfully to the Baums. Then she turns to LYLE.]
ILENE: Lyle, I hope you're satisfied. I just wonder what President
Baum thinks of us now. Sitting up here at the bar.
LYLE: It's a counter.
ILENE: It's a bar.
NEIL: It's fine.
ILENE: Well, what's Sariah doing over there talking to them?
LYLE: She's talking to Craig.
ILENE: What does she want co . .. Why is she ... Well, if that isn't
tacky.
LYLE: That's all I've been saying.
ILEN E: Where's Brook?
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LYLE: He's getting more food with Neilene.
ILENE: Well, it's better than him seeingLYLE: Sariah introduced them.

[Pause as they watch SARlAH and the Baums.]
ILENE: Now, that is tacky.
LYLE: Thank you.
ILENE: Well ... I'm gonna go put an end to this.
NEIL: Ilene!
ILENE: What?
NEIL: Stay!
ILENE: I'm just gonnaNEIL: Stay!
ILENE: I'm not gonnaNEIL: I said, "Stay."
ILENE: Well ... fine.
LYLE: Good girl.
ILENE: Lyle!
NEIL: Lyle!
LYLE: What?
NEIL: Don't talk to your mother like she's a dog.
LYLE: I wasn't the oneILEN E: AJl I was going to do was start up a conversation, and send
her to the Thai chicken pasta bar.
NEIL: Well , you're gonna sit right there.
ILENE: I am sitting.
NEIL: Good.
ILENE: I'm sitting, but we can't justNEIL: Fine. Lyle, go get your sister.
ILENE: You'll send Lyle, but you won't send me?
NEIL: Well, if you want to sendILENE: We better send somebody over there before Brook gets back.
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LYLE: She went over there with Brook.
ILENE: Now she's sitting with them. Sitting with them.
NEIL: I can see that.
ILENE: Sitting down with that Craig.
NEIL: I see.
ILENE: And she's picking the cheese off his salad.
NEIL: Lyle, you better get yourself over there.
ILENE: We're not sending Lyle.
NEIL:

If you want-

ILENE: Dressed like that?
LYLE: Dressed like what?
ILENE: Really, Lyle.
LYLE: Like what?
ILENE: Why would you want to wear shorts like that?
LYLE: It's hot.
,--,
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ILENE: He's the one who released you from your mission .
LYLE: There's nothing wrong withILENE: I don't want to discuss it. Not now, Lyle.
NEIL: What do you want to do? Send Jared?

JARED: Huh?
ILENE: Nothing, hon. Neil, you go.
NEIL: What am I going to say?
ILENE: Then

I'll go.

NEIL: What do you want me to say?
ILENE: Nothing. I'm going.
NEIL: Fine.

I'll go.

ILENE: I don't know why you don't think I can.
NEIL: It's not thatILENE: Well if you're gonna go, go, because Brook is going to be

back here, and knowLYLE: Brook knows.
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ILENE: Lyle, be quiet. Your father and I are trying to do something

here.
NEIL: But what do 1ILENE: Go!
NEIL: Alright.

[He goes.]
ILENE: Now, Jared, you see what you've done?

JARED: Huh?
ILENE: You didn't scoot down so Sariah could sit by Brook.

JARED: So?
ILENE: Well, now look and see who she's gone and sat by. So, now,

you just move down.

JARED: That's where Brook is sitting.
ILENE: Not anymore. He's sitting by Sariah, now.

JARED: I'm always the one who has tolLENE: You scoot your hiney, or I'll do it for you.

JARED: LikeILENE: Don't test me.

JARED: MomILENE: I'm counting to ten. One ... two ... three ...
LYLE: This should be fun.
ILENE: I'll take care of you, too. Six ...

JARED: What happened toILENE: I'll show you what happened to it if you don't scoot your

butt down, right now!

JARED: Fine.
[He plops over next to LYLE.]
ILENE: There. Two smart alecks in a row.

JARED: Yeah.
[BROOK reenters with his tray.]
ILENE: Jared decided he wanted to sit by his brother. So Brook you

,........,
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come sit down here where Sariah was, and I'll scoot down one. [As

he takes seat# I and ILENE switches to #3, NEIL reenters.] Well .. .
dear ... where's Sariah?
NEIL: She's still ... talking.
ILENE: Well, we made room for her right next to Brook. Jared

scooted down one. Wasn't that nice of him?
NEIL: Good for you, Jared. I guess I'm here.

[He starts to take seat #4.]
ILENE: Well, Neil, why don't you go and tell her that?
NEIL: Tell who what?
ILENE: Tell Sariah we made room for her next ro Brook.
NEIL: Ilene, I just got back.
ILENE: You can go back again.
NEIL: Honey ...
LYLE: I'll go.
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ILENE: What?
LYLE: I'll bring her back.
ILENE: No, you won't. Neil?
NEIL: I just got back.
ILENE: Then I'll go.
NEIL: Lyle, you go.
ILENE: Neil ...
LYLE: I'd love to see President Baum again.
ILENE: NoLYLE: We got a whole lot of catching up to.

[He goes off, raising up his shorts just a tinge as he goes.]
ILENE: Well ... how about that?
NEIL: I wouldn't worry about it, Honey.
[NEILENE enters carrying, among other things, the Thai chicken pasta.]
NEILENE: Hey.
ILENE: Hi, there, Honey.
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NEIL: Jared scooted down.
NEILENE: That's nice, Jared.
JARED: Huh?
NEILENE: Thanks for scooting down.
ILENE: What do you got there, dear?
NEILENE: Noc much. Just thought I'd cry chat Thai chicken scuff,

you know, and some of the soup.
ILENE: Good. [Short pause.] Now, you know chat I'm sorry ifI said

anything earlier to hurt your feelings.
NEILENE: Yeah, Mom, I know.
ILENE: I'm just concerned.
NEIL: It's over, Ilene.
ILENE: I know. I just want to make sure she's not mad at me.
NEILENE: I'm not.
ILENE: Because I am just worried about you.
NEILENE: I know.
ILENE: Good. [Short pause.] Have you been happy, Honey?
NEILENE: What?
NEIL: Ilene ...
ILENE: I can ask chis. Have you been happy?
NEILENE: Of course, Mom.
ILENE: [kindry] Because I know when I'm a little unhappy, a little

stressed, chat chat's when I scare to put some on.
NEILENE: Yeah.
ILENE: So have you been happy?
NEILENE: Yes.
ILENE: I mean your letters always sounded so happy, and I think

chat chis mission has been such a good thing for youNEILENE: I know.
ILENE: I just want to make sure you've been happy.
NEILENE: [having tensed up considerabry] OK.
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NEIL: I thought we decided to drop this.
ILENE: I am. I've just been thinking that with all this stuff with Lyle,

I think I might have gained.
NEIL: Fine, but let's just let it rest.
ILENE: Do you think this has something to do with Lyle?
NEILENE: No, Mom.
ILENE: Maybe we've all gained because of Lyle.
[SARIAH runs in.]
SARIAH: Mom!
BROOK: Sariah?

ILENE: What's wrong, Sariah?
SARIAH: [to ILENE] Lyle.
ILENE: Are you OK?
[BROOK has crossed to her. She resists being held.]

SARIAH: No .
.--,
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NEIL: Honey, let's sit down.
ILENE: What happened?
SARIAH: Lyle just ... he just ... he just ... I'm going to die!

[She starts to cry as the lights fade. The fresh-bread bell tolls once more.]

END OF ACT I

ACT II
[ The action begins where the first act left off The fresh-bread bell redings, and the action is offand running. ILENE crosses over to comfort
SARIAH. She reprimands NEIL as she does so.]
ILENE: This is your fault you know.
NEIL: This isn't none of my fault.
ILENE: Oh, yes, it is, too.
NEIL: How?
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BROOK: [to SARlAH] Just have a seat, Honey.
ILENE: If you hadn't've sent Lyle over thereNEIL: I didn't go sending Lyle anyILENE: Oh you did, too, and you know it. You wanted to send

Lyle instead of me.
NEIL: I went. I went myself.
BROOK: You OK?
SARlAH: No.
ILENE: What ... Sariah?
SARlAH: Yes, Mom?
ILENE: What happened? [No response.] Come on, now. Tell me

what happened out there.
BROOK: Sariah?
SARlAH: I'm so embarrassed.
ILENE: What did he do?
NEIL: You can tell us.
SARlAH: Oh ...
ILENE: What? [Short pause.] What?
SARlAH: We were just talking.
ILENE: What were you talking about.

SARlAH: I don't know ... Bill Cosby .. .
ILENE: You're crying over Bill Cosby?
SARlAH: No! We were just ... I don't know. We were talking. And

I don't know how we started to talk about Bill Cosby, but we did.
And then Sister Baum started talking about how much she used to
like him with all his jokes. And then how she would play the Noah
routine for seminary class, and ...

[She breaks off.]
ILENE: Well, I don't know what you're carrying on about Bill

Cosby for.
SARIAH: And then she says that she did until he started doing

,........,

m
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those Coke commercials, and how she thought that doing Coke
commercials was so inappropriate. It being Coke, and all.
[LENE: So he told her about my Diet Coke, is that it?
SARIAH: No, he just said ...

[She breaks off]
ILENE: Oh, Neil, Lyle is out there talking about my Diet Coke.

BROOK: Honey, what did he say?
ILENE: He has no business talking about my Diet Coke.
SARIAH: He said, "You think that's bad ... "and he starts going

off on us.
ILENE: I knew he'd do something like this.
NEILENE: Well, maybe, heILENE: Maybe he what?
NEILENE: Didn't mean ... I don't know.
NEIL: So what was it he said?
SARIAH: He mentioned ... prom ...
NEILENE: Oh.
NEIL: Oh, that ... boy.
ILENE: What? What is "prom"?
NEIL: Well, he . .. Why did he want to go and bring up a thing

like that?
SARIAH: Because he's a loser.
ILENE: What did he do? What is "prom"?
NEIL: It's over.
ILENE: What does that mean?
NEIL: It's over, Ilene.
ILENE: Well, obviously it's over. This girl is in college. I'm not ask-

ing if the thing is over, I'm asking what it means.
NEIL: Well ...
SARIAH: Dad, please. Not now.
ILENE: I want to know what prom means.
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NEIL: We're getting there ... Jared?
JARED: Yeah?
NEIL: Why don't you go get yourself some of that Thai chicken

penne pasta that everybody's talking about?
JARED: Why?
NEIL: You see, Son ...
SARIAH: I don't see why we have to talk about chis now.
ILENE: Because I want to know, young lady.
NEIL: Jared, you had better go.
NEILENE: Here, I'll go with you.
JARED: I want to know what happened at prom.
SARIAH: Well, you can't, so move your butt.
NEIL: OK, now there's no need to get to talking like that. Jared?
JARED: Fine.
NEILENE: Come on, Jared.

[She goes. JARED gets up, but lingers.]
NEIL: I mean it.
JARED: How come I'm always the one who has to go?

[He exits.]
ILENE: Now, somebody cell me what chis prom means.
NEIL: We are, Honey.
ILENE: Then what?
SARIAH: I still don't seeILENE: You don't see what?
SARIAH: Nothing.
NEIL: Honey.
SARIAH: Why bring it up now?
NEIL: It's already been brought up.
ILENE: Listen, I don't know why the stake president should know

anything that I don't.
NEIL: OK. Do you remember Sariah's senior prom?
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ILENE: Well ... yes ... no ... not really.
NEIL: Do you remember how she got all sick the next day and

couldn't go

to

church?

ILENE: Well, yes, I guess ...
NEIL: You seeILENE: [thundering out with the realization] Why, yes, I do!
NEIL: She wasn't exactly sick, Honey. She'd gotten herselfILENE: I see.
NEIL: She had just gotten herself a little bitSARIAH: It was only that once.
ILENE: Right.
SARIAH: It was!
NEIL: It was, Ilene.
ILENE: Well, I just can't believe ... And you told Lyle about this?
NEIL: Lyle had just gotten home from his mission.
,--,

__,,_
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ILENE: And Lyle knows about this, but I don't?

N

NEIL: Lyle's the one who cold Sariah to tell me. He had just gotten
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home.
ILENE: And you knew? Well ... It's a good thing that I'm not her

mother, or I might be just a little bit interested

to

know that my

daughter is a drunkard.
NEIL: It was one night. She talked to Bishop ElderILENE: Bishop Elder!
NEIL: Of course, she talked to Bishop Elder.
ILENE: So the bishop knows. Well, maybe we should just bring

back Neilene and Jared. Or do they already know?
NEIL: Neilene does.
SARIAH: Yeah.
ILENE: So I am the last one in this familySARIAH: There's Jared.
ILENE: Still basically the last one-
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NEIL: I didn't want you to get all worked up.
ILENE: Well, it's a little too lace for chat. And you weren't ever

going to cell me, Sariah? Huh? Is that it? Huh?

[Short pause.]
SARIAH: No.
ILENE: Don't you interrupt me. Well ... I just chink chat it is a

crying shame. A crying shame. My own husband and my daughter
keeping me in the dark about her spiritual welfare. I mean, I cry to
be good, and I try to helpNEIL: Honey, we knowILENE: And it's just not good enough. That Sister Baum just must

chink I'm a rotten parent. And I guess I am, if my very own
husbandNEIL: Ilene.
ILENE: What? It's true, isn't it? You don't crust me.
SARIAH: MomILENE: I don't want to hear another word our of you, young lady.
SARIAH: But ! ILENE: Not another word. You are grounded.
SARIAH: You can't ground me.
ILENE: Oh, yes, I can.
SARIAH: I'm twenty years old. I'm going to get married.
ILENE: Right now, you are staying under my roof, and I can

ground you.
NEIL: We can talk about chis later.
ILENE: What about Brook? Did Brook already know? Brook, did

you know?
BROOK: Well, no ... but ...
ILENE: And chis is who you want to marry? A drunkard? A drunk-

ard who goes and flirts wichSARIAH: [desperately

trying to cut offher mother] OK, can we talk
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about something else?
ILENE: I think I said not another word.
SARIAH: OK, butILENE: Out there with CraigSARIAH: OK, Mom, please?
ILENE: Brook, there she is with herSARIAH: Please.
ILENE: ... her ex-fiance. Right in front of your face.
SARIAH: Mom!
ILENE: Her ex-fiance! And is that OK with you? [BROOK just

stares at SARIAH. Pause.] Well . .. I don't blame you.
SARIAH: I am so sorry ...
NEIL: Ilene!
ILENE: What? I don't!
SARIAH: I mean, I know I've told you about Craig. It's just that . . .
,--,

_._
_._

BROOK: What?
SARIAH: It's just ... that we were engaged . . .
ILENE: You didn't tell him?
SARIAH: Mom, stay out!
ILENE: With the way he just broke it off?
NEIL: OK ...
SARIAH: Oh my .. . crap.
ILENE: Well, that's just great. Try and swear your way out of it.
SARIAH: I'm notNEIL: Let's everybody just take a breath.
ILENE: I'm breathing. We sent out the announcements and

everything.
SARIAH: OKILENE: I mean, it wasn't like the first time.
BROOK: First time?
NEIL: We're calming down , now.
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ILENE: The first time they were engaged. The first time Craig hadn't

gotten her a ring, so he had every right to change his mind. Then.
But chat was the first time.
BROOK: You were engaged to him twice?
SARIAH: I'm sorry. I forgocILENE: You didn't go forgetting you were engaged.
NEIL: Ilene, please.

SARIAH: To tell him. I forgot to tell him.
ILENE: Nobody goes and forgets that they were engaged.
NEIL: Please.

SARIAH: I wasn't sayingILENE: And I can't believe you didn't tell him. She didn't tell you

this? [BROOK does not respond.] Well ... she's done it to me, too,
as you can see.
NEIL: Now, let's just stay out of this.
ILENE: If she had broken them off herself, it probably would have

been a different story.
BROOK: Sariah.
SARIAH: I know. This is totally my bad.
BROOK: Yeah ...
ILENE: That's not saying much.
NEIL: Just stay out.
ILENE: I'm staying.

SARIAH: I'm sorry.
BROOK: Yes ... well ... I guess I ...

[He gets up and starts walking away.]
SARIAH: BrookBROOK: [As he goes.] What? I just need some fresh air.
SARIAH: Well . . . I love you. [He has left before he can hear this

lame attempt.] Brook!
[She starts after him.]
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NEIL: You best just let him cool off.

SARIAH: I will, butILENE: Let me just say one more thing.

SARIAH: No!

[Shes gone. Pause.]
ILENE: Don't look at me.
NEIL: I'm not.
ILENE: Can I say something else now?
NEIL: What?
ILENE: Lyle is still going on out there. This isn't just about no

prom or my Diet Coke.
NEIL: No ...
ILENE: Whatever it is he's saying, I'm sure it's nothing positive

about chis family.
NEIL: No ...
ILENE: I'm sure whatever it is, it's just to spite me.
NEIL: I'm sure chat it's not.
ILENE: How do you know?
NEIL: I don't.
ILENE: Well, we are talking about Lyle here, and I do.
NEIL: Maybe so.
ILENE: Did you see where Craig and chat Sister Baum went?
NEIL: Why would I knowILENE: When Sariah came in here, it was Craig and Sister Baum

sitting at chat table, now it's just Lyle and the president.
NEIL: Maybe she went to go get something to eat.
ILENE: That or she's too embarrassed co sit at the table with Lyle,

with him spiting me.
NEIL: He's not out there spicing.
ILENE: There! There she is up at the muffin bar, talking to

Neilene.
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JARED: Is it OK, ifl come back now?
NEIL: Of course, it is, Jared.
ILENE: Did you hear what I said, Neil?
NEIL: I'm sure I did.
ILENE: What did I say then?
NEIL: She's off talking to Neilene.
ILENE: No. Neilene up at the muffin bar.
NEIL: She's just fine.
ILENE: I'm not saying she's not. I'm just saying a whole new

wardrobe.
NEIL: I thought we were going to drop this.
ILENE: I'm dropping it.
NEIL: OK.
JARED: Dad ...
NEIL: Yeah?
ILENE: Now, she'll know ...
JARED: [Looking out the window.] ls Lyle OK?
NEIL: [Not Looking out the window.] I don't know, Son. I just don't

know.
ILENE: I'll be right back.
JARED: No, not thatNEIL: Where are you going?
ILENE: To the muffin bar.
NEIL: Now, you leave her alone.
ILENE: Who?
NEIL: Neilene.
ILENE: Fine.
JARED: DadNEIL: And that Sister Baum, too.
JARED: I am just going to say hello.
NEIL: You better let her alone, as well.
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ILENE: I just want to know what he's saying about me and my

Diet Coke.
NEIL: IleneILENE: I am going, and you're not stopping me.

JARED: I'm talking to you Dad.
NEIL: Ilene!
ILENE: Nope.

[She goes.]
JARED: Dad!
NEIL: What, Son? Can't you see that I am talking to your mother?

JARED: [Pointing.] But look at Lyle ...
NEIL: What's the matter with him?

JARED: I don't know. Is he going to be OK?
NEIL: I don't know. Look ... I better go stop your mother.
[NEILENE returns with a tray fall offood.]
NEIL: You see your mother?
(X)

NEILENE: She was off talking to Sister Baum.
NEIL: Well, I better go save her.
NEILENE: Mom?
NEIL: Sister Baum.

[He goes. NEILENE settles down in her seat, #5.]
JARED: You get the clam chowder?
NEILENE: No, potato cheese.

JARED: Oh. [Short pause.] They got good clam chowder here.
NEILENE: Yeah.

JARED: They got the New England clam chowder, instead of the
New York. Not that I've ever had the New York, it sounds kind of
gross.
NEILENE: Really?

JARED: Yeah, it's got a tomato base instead of a cream base, which
I guess some people like, but I've always been more of a cream base
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son of a person.
NEILENE: Oh.
JARED: They do got a real good creamy tortilla soup here, though.

But they don't have it tonight. It's really good. [LYLE enters un-

noticed.] I think it's the cilantro. That's really the secret to making
good Mexican food. That and the cumin, which I never really
knew before. Bue you really want some nice cilantro and some nice
cumin. In fact, if you slightly roast the cumin, it will bring out the
flavor even more.
NEILENE: How do you know all this?
JARED: I watch the cooking channel sometimes when I can't sleep.

Did you know that one really good way to-

[He sees LYLE. Short pause.]
NEILENE: What? Go on.

[She turns and sees that LYLE is there. Pause.]
LYLE: Hey. [No response.] Where's Mom and Dad?
NEILENE: The muffin bar.
LYLE: Where?
NEILENE: The muffin bar.
JARED: Dad went to go save Sister Baum from Mom.
LYLE: Smart move.

[BeLL rings. JARED immediately moves.]
JARED: Fresh rolls. [to NEILENE] You want some? [She shakes her

head. He starts to go. Stops.] Lyle?
LYLE: No ... Thank you.
[JARED exits. LYLE sits in seat #4.]
LYLE: Feeling better?
NEILENE: Yeah.
LYLE: Good. [NeiLene starts toying with her food, eating a Little, not

much.] I talked to President Baum .
NEILENE: I heard.
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LYLE: I mean, I really talked co him. Really.
NEILENE: And?
LYLE: And ... we talked. le was just a talk, you know. [Short

pause.] I always really liked him, really looked up co him.
NEILENE: Yeah.

[Pause. NEILENE takes another bite or two.]
LYLE: Is there something I ...
NEILENE: What?

[Short pause.]
LYLE: Something I did? [Short pause.] Anything? [Pause.] Guess
you wouldn't have to cell me.

NE[LENE: No. [Another long pause. NEILENE toys, but does not eat.]
Do you really wane co know what it is?

LYLE: Please.
NEILENE: This. Being home.
N
C)

LYLE: Yeah, Mom canNEILENE: I'm used co Mom.
LYLE: Are you?
NEJLENE: Pretty much.
LYLE: Really?
NEILENE: Look ... it's not just her.
LYLE: Then who is it? [No response.] Oh.
NEILENE: Lyle, when I was in England, all I looked forward co was
us hanging out, celling mission stories, you celling jokes, and ...
chat was what I looked forward co. Like ... like people look forward co giving their homecoming talks, and keep chinking about
what they are going co say-

LYLE: NileyNElLENE: Well, I looked forward co talking with you. Do you
know? [Short pause.] Do you?

LYLE: Yeah.
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NEILENE: And now ... now ... we can't even talk, we don't evenLYLE: We can stillNEILENE: What?
LYLE: We're still close.
NEILENE: I don't know.
LYLE: Why not?
NEILENE: You're the reason I went on a mission. You're the one
who said ... and now ... it's all so ...
LYLE: I'm sorry.
NEILENE: It's so weird. It all seems so weird.
LYLE: Niley, I talked to President Baum.
NEILENE: So what does thatLYLE: I mean we really talked, we really[ILENE andNEIL reenter.]
ILENE: And there he is, now.
LYLE: Mom ...
[JARED reenters.]
JARED: Hey.
ILENE: I just talked to Sister Baum.
LYLE: Yeah.
ILENE: And, you know, she won't tell me what you were out there
telling President Baum about us.
LYLE: That's because it isn't any of your business.
ILENE: It certainly is, if it's about us.
JARED: [to NEILENE] Am I not allowed at the counter again?
LYLE: What I said had nothing to do with you.
ILENE: Oh really?
LYLE: No.
ILENE: That's not what Sariah's saying.
LYLE: What?
NEILENE: I'm gonna go get some more-

..-N
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ILENE: No you are not. You haven't even finished eating what

you've got. Neil, you know, I just can't handle her and her eating
thing now, too.
NEIL: We're not going toILENE: I know. Heaven forbid I should say anything, while Lyle is

out there, out there saying heaven knows what about me and
Sariah and senior prom.
NEIL: HoneyILENE: Well, I'm sorry, but chat's the truth.
LYLE: No, it's not.
ILENE: Then what did you say?

[It is about now that NEIL notices that NEILENE has begun crying.]
NEIL: [to ILENE] Shh.
ILENE: Don't you shush me.
NEIL: Neilene?
N
N

'----'

LYLE: Oh my ... Ni ley?

[JARED begins fumbling for a clean napkin.]
ILENE: [to LYLE and NEIL] What happened? Why is she crying?
NEIL: I'm sure, I don't know.
ILENE: Neilene, Honey? Why are you crying?

JARED: [Giving her his clean discovery.] Here.
ILENE: Did I do chis? [Short pause.] Did I? [Short pause, then to NEIL]

What happened?
NEIL: I don't know. Neilene?
ILENE: Look. I'm sorry ifl said something. Did I say something?

[Still nothing.] Honey. You can't be so sensitive. I guess chat I might
have said something wrong. But you need to know chat nobody's
family is perfect. Everybody's family has got some problems. Ours
isn't going to be any exception. Was it something I said? Was it? [to
NEIL] Well, I don't know what to do. What did I do?
LYLE: Look. Lee's just give her some-
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ILENE: Neilene! [Still nothing.] Oh crap.
NEIL: Ilene.
ILENE: [near tears herself1 What do you expect me to do? I just

have to come and ruin thisNEIL: You didn't ruinILENE: I just can't say or do anything right. I try to have a nice

dinner for us, and I ruin it. And here I amNEIL: No.
ILENE: ... crying. I'm crying. And I guess, I can't- I just can't ...

Neilene! Are you mad at me? Or are you just gonna sit there not
saying anything?
NEILENE: No.
ILENE: What is it? I'm sorry, if it was me.
NEILENE: I don't know.
ILENE: Was it me?

[Short pause.]
NEILENE: Not really.
ILENE: Your mission? Is it hard being home?

[Short pause.]
NEILENE: No ...
ILENE: Then what? What is it? [Short pause.] Neilene.
NEILENE: Dad?
NEIL: Yes, Honey.
NEILENE: Do you know what time the singles ward starts on

Sunday?
NEIL: I don't know. I can check.
ILENE: Why do you want to know about that?
NEILENE: I think I might want to go there.
ILENE: Well, I think that that would be good. You could meet

some nice boys before you head up to school.
NEILENE: I think I want to go there this Sunday.
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ILENE: Well, you can't do that.
NEIL: What about your welcome home? We got

your welcome home

to

to

have you give

the ward this Sunday.

NEILENE: No.
ILENE: What do you ... [She looks to NEIL for help.] I know a lot

of people are looking forward

to

hearing you talk. They've sure

been asking about you.
NEILENE: No.
ILENE: Honey, you can't justNEIL: Neilene, what brought this on?
NEILENE: Nothing, I just ...
ILENE: Lyle, did youLYLE: This is not me!
ILENE: It better not!
NEILENE: [heading offa confrontation between them] I just don't
,----,

___,,_

feel comfortable. T hat's all.
NEIL: Why don't you?
NEILENE: I don't want

to

be up there and have everybody staring

at me.
ILENE: They won't be staring.
NEILENE: Yes, everybody just staringILENE: They just want

to

hear about your mission.

NEILENE: They're going to sit and stare and whisper about how fat

I've become, and make jokes and .. .
ILENE: No.
NEILENE: Yes. It'll be the first thing they notice, and the first thing

they'll whisper in the halls. Whispering like I have cancer. "Neilene's
back, but you know? She's really gained some weight on her mission. "
ILENE: They love you.
NEILENE: It won't be "Neilene has a testimony" or "Neilene spent

nineteen months servi ng the Lord" or "It's good to have Neilene
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back," but "Look how fat she's become."
ILENE: That's not true.
NEILENE: That's what you did.
ILENE: Well, I'm just . .. I'm just ... concerned, and ... I'm sorry.
NEILENE: Its all gonna be about how much weight I've gained,

and I just ...

[She breaks offcrying. She buries her head in her arms on the table.]
ILENE: Honey ... [Short pause.] I didn't ... Leave it to me to mess

chis one up, too.
LYLE: [to NEILENE as he starts scratching her back] Hey, Niley,

what can I do?

[She shrugs offhis touch.]
ILENE: Honey, they're just concerned about you, like I'm con-

cerned. Of course, you're all mad at me for .. . I'm sorry.
LYLE: Let's go for a walk.
,--,

ILENE: I said, 'Tm sorry."
NEILENE: I know.
LYLE: You wanna go?
NEILENE: No. I just . .. I just got to go wash my face, I chink.
ILENE: Should I go, Honey? Do you want me to go, too?
NEILENE: No,

I'll be fine. I can just go by myself.

ILENE: I don't mind.
NEILENE: I know. Thanks.
NEIL: [as she goes] We'll be right here, Neilene. [She is gone. Pause.]
LYLE: I'm raking off, too.
ILENE: What?
LYLE: I'm raking off.
ILENE: Just like that?
LYLE: Yes.

[Short pause.]
ILENE: [Looking away from him.] Fine.

lO
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LYLE: Is that alright? [No response.] Is it? ... Huh?
NEIL: That'll be fine, Son.

[Short pause.]
LYLE: Fine, then. I'm going. [Pause. LYLE and NEIL stare at ILENE

waiting for some kind ofa response. Nothing. LYLE turns to NEIL.]
Is that going to be OK with transportation?
NEIL: We can squeeze into the sedan.
LYLE: That's OK?
NEIL: A tight fit, but we'll make it.
LYLE: Alright. [Pause.] Well ...
NEIL: When are we going to see you next?
LYLE: I'll give you a call.
NEIL: We're having a dinner for Neilene this Sunday. We'd like you

there. With Hailey.
LYLE: I already said I would.
,--,

____._
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NEIL: OK.
LYLE: Then I better ...
NEIL: See you, Son.
LYLE: Bye. See ya, Jared.

JARED: Yeah.
LYLE: Bye, Mom. [Short pause.] Mom. Bye.
ILENE: [softry] I would appreciate it if you could sit down and we

could talk. I know you got to go, but I would appreciate it.
LYLE: Well, I justILENE: OK.

[He sits next to her and exchanges glances with her, then turns to her.]
LYLE: What?
ILENE: Thank you.

[Short pause.]
LYLE: No problem.

[Pause.]
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ILENE: How you feeling?
LYLE: I don't know. Better than I was.
ILENE: You know you really upset your sister.
LYLE: That was not me! That wasILENE: I'm talking about Sariah.

[Short pause.]
LYLE: Yeah?
ILENE: Yes, you did.
LYLE: I got her away from Craig.
NEIL: But SonLYLE: Just did what you said.
NEIL: Why would you want to go cell them about chat? Sister

Baum just sitting there.
LYLE: I don't know. She was talking about Bill Cosby like he was

the anti-Christ.
ILENE: But chat's not all you told him, right?
LYLE: Right.
ILENE: So? What else did you say?
LYLE: I don't see how that relates toNEIL: If you are talking about us to the stake presidentLYLE: I wasn't talking about you.
NEIL: Then what were you saying?
LYLE: I cold himNEIL: Sorry, Son. Just a moment. Jared?
JARED: Dad, they look at me weird when I go hang out at the

soup bar.
NEIL: Then see if you can go find Sariah and Brook.
JARED: Fine.

[He sulks off]
NEIL: So what did you say about your mother?
LYLE: Nothing, really.

[Joshua Brady
NEIL: What does that mean?
LYLE: I didn't really talk about you.
NEIL: Not even her Diet Coke?
LYLE: What?
NEIL: Now, Sariah says you mentioned her Diet Coke?
LYLE: Why would I do that?
ILENE: [softry] To spite me.
NEIL: That's not helping.
ILENE: No, probably not. I'm just a big dummy, anyhow.
NEIL: Now, don't say that, Honey.
ILENE: What am I supposed to think?
NEIL: You're just being too hard on yourself
ILENE: You think so? My daughter just gotten home from her mis-

sion is in the bathroom crying, because I try and help ... no,
because of me and my big mouth. My entire family feels they got
,--,
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to keep me in the dark about things that happened years ago.
Because they think I can't handle it, and I can't. Nearly ruined my
daughter's engagementNEIL: Sariah brought that on herself.
ILENE: It was me. It was me, and you know it. And then, Lyle . . .
LYLE: What? What about me, Mom?
ILENE: I just feel like ... like you ... like you ... I don't know.
LYLE: What?
ILENE: It's a pretty sad thing when a son can't even stand his

own mother.

[Pause.]
LYLE: It's not that ! ILENE: I know. I'm not so stupid. [Short pause.] You can't stick

with your own wife. You won't go to church. You hate me. I can't
help feeling that I must have really messed up somewhere. I must
have really done something wrong.
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LYLE: Mom, I'm sorry if my life makes you feel like a failure.
ILENE: Now, don't you start twistingLYLE: I am not twisting. That is what you saidILENE: NoNEIL: I can't stand another round of this.
LYLE: Fine.

[Pause.]
ILENE: I'm sure that that's what I said. I said that wrong, too. I
can't even say that I'm sorry.
LYLE: I was, too.
ILENE: I was saying how I wish I was a better mother, then maybe
this wouldn't have happened.
LYLE: That's quite an apology, Mom.
ILENE: What?
LYLE: "Gee, Son, I'm sorry your life is just so screwed up. I tried
my best, but obviously it couldn't keep your soul from sinking
down to hell." And that's your idea of an apology?
ILENE: Well, excuse me for trying.
LYLE: No. You are not excused.
NEIL: Come on.
ILENE: I give up. I've tried.
LYLE: Do you want to know what I said to President Baum, then?
ILENE: No. I don't.
LYLE: We talked about Erica and Hailey. That's what. And getting
divorced. And how it was all my fault. My fault, Mom.
ILENE: Alright.
LYLE: It's my fault and you can't have it. Now do you want to
know why?
ILENE: I alreadyLYLE: Because I was unfaithful. I screwed up. And I screwed
around ... literally.
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ILENE: OK!
LYLE: Don't you want to know?
ILENE: No.
LYLE: And there is the drinking. Not just Sariah, but me. Me getting drunk, last night, after seeing Neilene for the first time in
nineteen months.
ILENE: We're not going to talkLYLE: Yes, we are. Because you're right Mother, that's the type of
people we are.
ILENE: We had such high hopesLYLE: And there's the no garments and there's not going to church ,
because I don't feel ... I just don't feel ...
NEIL: What?
LYLE: I don't feel anything, Dad. That's why I don't go.
NEIL: Son, I'm sorry.
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ILENE: Oh, Neil, don't be sorry. What have we got to be sorry?
NEIL: [to LYLE] Really, I am.
ILENE: It's just like he says. Just like he insists. It's his fault, not
ours, if he acts like a jerk.
NEIL: I'm just sayingILENE: He threw away his wife, and his family, and our familyNEIL: That's notILENE: It is too true.
NEIL: NoLYLE: It is, too, Dad.
NEIL: Come on, Son.
LYLE: I don'tILENE: You don't what?
LYLE: You're right, Mom. You're absolutely right.
ILENE: Then you go to tell President Baum just to spiteLYLE: Now, that's not-
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ILENE: I know. To spite me.
LYLE: No. I had something that I had to say.
ILENE: What? While Sister Baum is sitting right there? Baloney.
LYLE: No ...
ILENE: Look, now just go. Just like you wanted, go. You already

ruined this night, as well. So just go.
NEIL: We're not doing this.
ILENE: And you don't need to bother coming Sunday.
NEIL: Ilene, stop.
ILENE: That way we can have Erica come, and she can bring

Hailey.
LYLE: Fine.
NEIL: NoILENE: What are you saying, Neil?
NEIL: We want you there Sunday, and I am sure Neilene does, too.
ILENE: I don't.
LYLE: Well ...
ILENE: We'll just call you when we're good and ready to have you

with us again.
LYLE: OK.
NEIL: Lyle, I'm telling you. Don't listen to that.
LYLE: Dad, I understand.
NEIL: No. No, you don't.
ILENE: Neil, I am handling thisNEIL: Are you?
ILENE: Yes. [to LYLE] Are you going to leave, Mister? I'm sorry I

ever asked you to stay in the first place. [Pause.] Well? [Pause.]
I'm not going

to

ask you again.

[LYLE looks at his father.]
NEIL: Son ...

[After his father trails off, there is a pause. LYLE turns around and goes.]
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ILENE: Now, Neil.
NEIL: What?
ILENE: What are you snapping at me for?
NEIL: Didn't you see what youILENE: Yes, I could use someNEIL: That was our son.
ILENE: LyleN EIL: Lyle, our son.
ILENE: I know, Neil.
NEIL: Like Neilene, our daughter. Like Sariah and Brook.
ILENE: [beginning the pity act] So it all comes back to me?
NEIL: Yes! Yes, it does!
ILENE: You really thinkNEIL: Yes, I do.
ILENE: Well, I guess that I'm just the big dummy- [As she sees
,--,
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NEIL start to Leave, she immediately Lets the martyr act dissolve.]

Where are you going?
NEIL: To find our family.
ILENE: Will you keep your voice down, you're making aNEIL: [yeffing] You think I'm making a scene?
ILENE: DidNEIL: Yes!
ILENE: So then you're blaming me?
NEIL: This isn't really about you, Ilene.
ILENE: What?
NEIL: Lyle's probably already- I'm gonna go see ifI can catch him.

[He is gone. ILENE sits, fidgeting. She gets up and Looks after NEIL.
She sees people staring and returns to her seat. She sips her Diet Coke,
maybe nibbles on some food, but eventually she pushes that away. She
Looks around for somebody in her family. During this process, she feigns
a smile and waves at President Baum's family. She motions them a sign
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ofrefusal, as

ifthey were offering to come over. She looks away and

then behind her for some sign ofher family. Unable to spot anybody,
she begins to cry, trying always to keep this ftom the view of the Baum
family. Eventually she buries her head in her arms. This sequence
should not be rushed. I would rather err on the side oftoo long, rather
than too short. JARED returns. He carries with him an abundance of
muffins.]

JARED: Uh ... Mom? [No response.] Mom? [Again.] Mom? Do
you want a muffin? Because I went to the muffin bar, and I got ...
muffins and ... scuff. [ The much sobered ILENE lifts up her head.
She silently takes one.] They got blueberry. Did you want the blueberry? [She just smiles at him. She begins to pick at the muffin she
took. He eats some ofhis.] Uh ... yeah ... [He eats more. He eats to
combat the uncomfortable situation rather than his hunger. BROOK
enters, trailing an enraged SARIAH.]
BROOK: Look, I'm sorry. [Nothingftom SARIAH.] I said, 'Tm
sorry."
SARIAH: [to the others] Are we going now?
BROOK: SariahSARIAH: Not another word.
BROOK: ButSARIAH: No.
BROOK: SorrySARIAH: Uh uh.
BROOK: I SARIAH: I told you to stop. [Short pause.] OK. [NEIL returns with
his arm aroundNEILENE, SARIAH turns to him.] Whose car am I
going in?
NEIL: You're all going with us.
SARIAH: He can go with Lyle.
NEIL: Lyle already left.
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SARIAH: OK .. . Why?

NEIL: Just ... just . .. just because he had to go, I guess.
SARIAH: Jerk.

NEIL: Sariah.
SARIAH: What? He is.

NEIL: We can all load into the sedan.
SARIAH: Not me. I'm not going with Brook.
BROOK: But, Sariah, I'm-

SARIAH: Nope. Not now.
BROOK: I'm really sorry.

SARIAH: Dad, can I have the keys? I think I'm going to wait in

the car.
[NEIL hands them to her. She begins to go.]
BROOK: Honey. Really-

SARIAH: Too late. [She goes.]

NEIL: What have you got to be sorry to her for?
BROOK: I got all mad and made a scene.

NEIL: When was that?
BROOK: In here. When I fou nd out about Craig.

NEIL: I thought that was one of the quieter parts of the evening.
BROOK: Really, I overreacted.

JARED: She was acting like a . . . [Looks over at NEIL.] a witch.
NEIL: Jared.
JARED: Sorry.
NEIL: Well, I was thinking of something that rhymed with that.
BROOK: You can't blame Sariah. She's just too sensitive.

NEIL: Or not enough.
BROOK: No. I know her. It's just that ... I mean, she's a really

good person, bur also really sensitive. And, actually, chis has been
really, really good for me, because she's helped me see and think
about the things that I do, chat I guess, really hurt other people,
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and just don't even know it .. . I mean, she meant to tell me about
Craig, and I should have just trusted her, and not gotten all worried, because . . . it's Sariah.
NEIL: Brook .. .

BROOK: I'm just lucky to find somebody as good to me as she is.
Who could care for me as much as she does? So? She was going to
tell me. [Short pause.] She's probably all calmed down, now. I better
... I better go see if she'll let me apologize, yet.
[BROOK exits.]
JARED: You guys want a muffin?
NEIL: No thank you, Son.
NEILENE: What happened with Lyle?
NEIL: Oh ... he and your mother had a disagreement.
NEILENE: He's going to be there Sunday, right?
NEIL: I don't know, are you?
,----,

[ILENE looks over at NEILENE. Pause as they stare at each other.
NEILENE turns back to her father.]
NEILENE: I don't know. I want to find out about the singles ward.

[Short pause. ILENE turns her head down .]
NEIL: We can do that, Honey. [Pause.] Well ... you guys ready to

go? We better get moving.
NEILENE: Brook and Sariah . ..
NEIL: Yeah .. . That'll blow over.
NEILENE: Dad, we can't just leave them.
NEIL: No. Of course not.
NEILENE: Then what do weN EIL: [Looking over at NEILENE.] Why don't you kids go wait in

the car.
NEILENE: But Sariah ...
NEIL: Just tell her she better get over it mighty quick, because

Brook is coming home with us.
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NElLENE: BucNElL: You just cell her chat from me, OK?
NEILENE: OK. Jared?
JARED: Yeah?
NEILENE: You ready?
JARED: Totally.

[ They start to leave.]
ILENE: Neilene? [NEILENE stops.] I'm sorry. [Short pause.] I'm

sorry ifl hurt your feelings. [Short pause.] Sorry.
[NEILENE grabs a muffin and exits. JARED follows. Another pause.]
ILENE: What happened with Lyle?
NEIL: Gone. I missed him.
!LENE: Oh.

[Pause.]
NEIL: You OK?
ILENE: Nope.
NEIL: No ...

[Pause.]
We had better gee moving.
ILENE: Just a sec. I just want co sic here. [Short pause.] Neil?
NEIL: Yes, dear?
ILENE: [simply] You know I love you, right?
NEIL: Of course.
ILENE: And they know I love chem.
NEIL: You know they do, Honey.

[Short pause.]
ILEN E: Good. [Short pause.] Because I know chat sometimes I

make a lot of miscakesNEIL: We all do.
ILEN E: No. Bue I know I do.
NEIL: Thar's fine.
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ILENE: I do.
NEIL: Yeah ...

[BROOK bounces back in.]
BROOK: It's OK. Everything's OK. I'll be going home with you
guys. It's all taken care of. I apologized, and ...
NEIL: And you'll be coming home with us.

BROOK: Exactly.
NEIL: Sounds good.

BROOK: OK. [Looks around, as ifexpecting movement on their part.

They don't.] Well ... we'll just be out in the car, then.
NEIL: Fine, Brook, fine.

BROOK: OK.

[ Waits a moment and then he bolts out.]
NEIL: Well ... you ready?
ILENE: I guess so.

[He helps her up from her chair.]
NEIL: [As they exit.] Well, it's sure nice to have Neilene back home,

isn't it?

[The fresh-bread bell rings. Lights fade to blackout.]

END OF PLAY
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